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BRITISH TROOPS
FIRE ON RIOTERS
Belfast, Ireland. is Scene o
Bloodshed Last Night •
,Streets in Hands et nob pod MAW'
Buildings Wrecked During Early
Hours of Night.
HOISPITALS ARE ()VinitCROWIM:lit
Belfast, Aug. 13.----British troops
tired on the rioters in the streets here
lest night and as a result the hospi-
tals are overcrowded leiter wounded.
How mane persons were Injured it- is
impossible at this lime to,estimate,
but the number must be very great.
The firing followed a night of vett-
Jug, during which police and the
trocps charged the mobs in the street
'again and again, only to be met with
showers of paying stones and other
missiles and to be driveu back In coe-
fusion Even bayonet charges on the
part of the Infantry had no effect
upon the crowds in the streets. At.
midnight, so far as could be learted.
only one woman and one was were
dead, nut cores were being con-
veyed to hospitals and their homes
suffering from bayouer, saber ani
bullet wounds. A number of roldiers
are also among the injured.
The principal scene.of the trouble
was- around the constabulary bar-
racks re the Culling Teeereade where
AL-ZreaL__urctwiL.ut _
gathered at t; o'clock and made a
furious attack on one of the ponce
inspectors. The pence burned to the
rescue, but were driven back, and the
troops were sent to the scene. Their
appearance was it signal for a shower
of brickbats at once. Stoneel_b_nars or__________
iron and whatever missiles the en-
raged crowds could lay their bands
upon were thrown.
With the troops was a troop of
4 cavalry, which charged the crowd
witfi drawn sabers, but they, too,
were beaten back and several saddles
were emptied.
Fludiug their headway checked by
the furious onslaughts of the popu-
lace, the co'nnuander of (be troops
commanded the -riot act to be read.
This was greeted with jeers and an-
other showier of missiles. The troops
were then ordered to fife, and poured
two volleys down the street. Dozens
were seen to fall, but many of the
%wounded were carried away by- thetr
friends. Others were left lying where
they fell and were conveyed to the
hospitals.
The wrecked condition of the
streets and houses in the Falls ana
Grcsvenor districts of this city testify
to the severity of the rioting last
night. Hardly a window or a street
lamp timminaintact; doors have been
smashed in by the heavy stones hurl-
ed by the htrikers at the advancing
cavalry, and the street paving is torn
up on all sides, having furnished the
rioters with missiles.
The strikers are still in' a very ag-
gressive mood. Only the strong forces
of troops on duty prevent them frets-
attackineg the man who are at Tork.
Rioting continued until nearly mid
night. The rioters stretched chains
acrons the streets to impede the move-
ment of troops, who charged the mon
no less- than 40 times. Six volleys
were fired Into the mob and official
leports stete that three persons were
killed, six seriously and hutelreds
slightly wounded.
4
SCHOOL BOY %No
BREAKS HIS
Ragland, Augest 13.—(Speciall--
While plsein.g in the school yard this
morning at 10 -o'clock recess Sidney
Rudd, the six-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Rudd, fell and 'broke his
Jet! .arm below the_elnow. Dr- R. Hole
wets called and reduced thin fraeterr,
and this afternoon the little fellow it,
a resting easy. ye
4o
A Succeesful Operation.
Mies Mary Gregery, of Newbern,
Tenn., arrived in Paducah yesterday
If) De at the bedside of her brother,
William Gregory, an employe of the
freight department of the Illinois
Central hospital yesterday. Dr. R. E.
Hearn performed the operation.
which was a delicate one. The opera-
tion was successful.
Foul .Play Rumored.
Marietta, 0., Aug, 13.--The body
ot Ned Jaeksen, of Pomeroy, Ohio,
was found in the Ohio river here
yesterday. Jackson lost his life while
working on the steamer Greenwood a
few days ago end there eeetinsto be a
well founded rumor that he met with
?but play.
Saved But Arm Fractured.
Gladys Ballowe, the little daugh-
ter OfiMr. James Ballowe, of 922 Har-
rison street, is suffering from a bro-
ken arm sustained in being pulled
Of Alo Jun' nitenttneaeot°ninini
Stepterallak SIS%-streatidl,,
reetly in the wan of an antonlohne
when her father seized her by tilre
au and id pulling her to the pave
relent he, fractured her left arm.
WEATHER Ft MEC:MT.
....••••••••••••••
PLEASANT.
Fide tonight and Wednesday. Mod-
erately temperate. Highest temper-
at are yesterday, 104; lamest today, 87.
  _
Fl E KILLED,
Se. oil, Aug. 13.—.1 company
of thirty-eight J111)11111'111. troops
with two machine gums had lite
men killed and live wounded
last night on landing at hang
Wha Island. teelve mile.. north
of Chained/xi for the purpose of
disarming a email Korean garri-
*On of 441 men which uere sup-
ported by 'several hundred rbe-
ra4.
MPS. TAFT.
Woreeeter, elates., Aug.
According to a telegram] receive('
by Horace Taft trout his brother,
W. H. Taft, tislay, the latter Is
hurt's leg to the teelsiaie of his
_mother. Mrs. Latulau _Taft, w.b0 is
i•ritically M ein ellilitinry. The
wire wits dated trawler' Lake,
Quebee, and weld Secretary Taft
a.houel nrrive in :Millbury touter-
roe morning &Ken 10 o'clock.
Horaal. Taft ie atreadt with hie
nwther returmad- fraram--,
I ong
til,11x4ES oil, FINE.
Milwaukee, Aug. le.—The
Federated Trades it eiunelle at a
nteetitig held teaday, piteeed reser.
lutkme opposing tile big flue int-
potted &galled the Statelard Oil
1' pany by Jttilite Lamle'. The
reirointions nay tlutt under Fee.
vet briemees condittene the pee-
ple will eventually have to tray
the fine. The only remedy, it is
declared, is In government own--
crship.
THE ELENIEs Tit !HE. 1
Tangier, Aug. i:1.—Caid sir
Harry MacLean Lae been handed
over by hie caller, the benefit
Rabaull to the letkines tette, who
in their turn set him at 'liberty.
RARELY ESCAPED WITH
Lliele FROM AN ENflINE.
--
fly rare presence of mini W. G.
Anderson, 51 years old, a switch en-
gineer In the Central City Illinois
Central yards, saved himself from
death under the wheels of an engine
yesterday, but is lying in the local
railroad hospital with the greater por-
tion of his left foot amputated. Only
the heel remelts.
Anderson was riding in the yards
on an engine. He stepped down and
fell, hie body going across the rails
and directly in .front of tbe engine.
He whirled his body around and had
but succeeded in getting in the
clear when the wheels caught his
foot. '
• The engine crew saw the accident,
but were powerless to do anything,
the accident happening so quickly. An
derson was picked up and given tent-
porainn relief ,and tren bronght to
Paducah, arriving this Morning- on
the 3:15 o'clock train.
SKATING RINK WORK
WILL BE STARTED
Last night the contract to build
the skating rink and auditorium at
Tenth street and. Broadiettynient let to
George Ingram. Bids in various
forms were aseed for, and the owners
let the contract to Mr. Ingram for
the labor only. The owners will
furnish all materials, and lay the
foundation. The niel was not made
public. Work will he started the
flret of next week, and the contractor
win push it is no serious delays pre-
vent, the building will fee completed
this autumn.
:Mardian CoOnty Institute.
Benton, Ky., Aug. 13 --(Special)----
Marshall County Tea'chers' 'Institute
opened yesterday with an attendance
ot, nearly 50 teachers. Prof. H. H.
Lovett is the inateuctor, and the In-
stelae promises to he one of the most
interesting and ihstruetive ever held
in the connty.
• •
Othie Moore.. II years old, daughter
eetnelee, Addis Boor.. of, L.lttleville,
1e4 thia-Mtiello&-SL.:r-- ,CilniteAt of
bowel trouble, the result of mumps
The funeral well be held tomorrow
afternoon at the residence, The bur-
ial will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 13, 1907.
FINISH SEWERS
BY SEPT. FIRST
Contractors Promise to Com-
Were Work on Time
we-
Lather Problem and Fletenition of Sys-
Wm Have Deleteed ('onstnuction
of :Mains.
'11) • SEVUItie LAII4Jit
Rep.y log to the question whether
sewer da,trict No. 2 would be com-
pleted by the present extended time,
Mr. H. A HarvItt, superintendent of
the work for Thomas Bridges & Sons.
the contractors, stated that if no un-
looked for delays are encountered the
work will be finished by September 1.
Delays of all natures have been met
by the contractors, anfl they sincere-
ly regret that the work has been de-
layed so long, as wed as the proper-
ty own.ers.
Since the cm-Ilene contract MeHar-
vitt said three miles had been added
to the original contract, and this in-
creases the time. In commenting up-
on the labor situation. be replied that
every means has been exerted to se-
cure plenty of laborers, but to no
avail. The contractors frequently
send ingons to the market and other
places and beg laborers to work, and
sometimes they return with as many
as three, but more often, with none.
MeHartitt said if the aldermen would
and him -laborers or point out, where
they might be obtained, all of the la-
borers would be used gladly.
On Adams street the contractor
have a sewer 200 feet long to lay, and
they Sr.' finishing work in aleeys in
thu northern part of the city abote
Clite and. TtinIble_streets, and
and Eleventh streets. About 35 in-
lets remain to be bunt and 25 catch
basins wi I be put in before the eon-
traet is flieshed.
Some delay was given the contrac-
tors yesterday by the heavy rain.
The: are workiug in a narrow alley
and the dirt was p:led high on both
_side, and the rain washed much of it
back Into the excavation. Much of the
morieng was eousumed in thictiving
,out the dirt again.
Child Given to the Heine.
Ti'.- 22-months-old child of Estee
Ingram was awarded to the custody
of the Home of the Friendless by
County Judge R. T. I,ightfoot this
morning. Essie Ingram is the wife
of Clarence Ingram who ie now serv-
ing a term in a Michigan federal
prison for desertion from the U. S
army. She sued for divorce and the
suit iv still pending. Her child WA,:
given into the custody of several dif-
ferent persons, the last family being
the Tidwelle at Third and Jackson
streets. Human- Offices Jap Toner
was peened and placed the child in
the Home of the Friendless.
FULTON RUNAWAYS
WILL BE WATCHED FOR
Police Capt. Frank Harlan received
a telephene message from Fulton
asking that the Paducah police keop
a lookout and arrest If found here
two boys, Roy Wilson and Walter
Hock. 13 years old, who ran away
from home in Fulton
JAPS AND KOREANS
FIGHT DESPERATELY
Seoul. Aue. 13.-Desperate figet-
ing is In progress in the Interior be-
tween bands of Korean troops and de-
tachments of Japanese troops sent to
disarm them. While the fighting-is
individually small, the loss of life is
heavy in the aggregate. Japanese ad-
mit they have _small ,hope of peace
until the Koreans exhaust their am-
munition.
ADMINISTER WHIPPING
FORJONES' IMPUDENCE
According to reports received here
through railroad men, severe corporal
punishment.Jones. 
WRS administered to When Non-Union Fingers Operate
Henry entered. who is alleged
to have insulted Harry Fneeman
chief clerk to the ttainmaster of the Although the Paducah telegraph 'union offices at the most exasperating
Fulton dietrict of the 'newts Cen- officer are open to do business. LOU 51- I times, and the inability of. the ern-
tral at Fulton. Thn report reached vine was the only city office with chyle to tell where the break was oc-
tbe ears of Marsnel -MnDetinn• who which they coujd do beteinitell !ester- ceeloned _Made matters no, better.
caught Jones at Wingo. The fugitive day, and all messages were taken Messages would bp started all right
had started (Or Paducah but was with provision for Indefinite deltie in and then some operator would ground
taken back to Fulton. It is said that transntission. All messages from the wire. When the message was
a body of indignant railroad men selsouth of Chattanooga were gene out Concluded the sender would hear the
cured possession of the prisoner as from Atlanta by mate and offices in receiver pounding away; gsking for
ete_wia Being •dOivered to the Isilietkhkeil; Strikers Were-suPPtintett with ht. . Vhen. 'lace),"scab tauJ J*
And, taking him' Meer the efenenin ad- tnen-uttion -men, coutdift- Ktiem -tipteltelted off to Abe sender. IV the oPi
mlnistereen severe thrashing, later communication i for three Minutes at'erator who had luterrupted the MCA-
turning him over to the Jailer again. a time. Railroad operators, it. le sage, and no one would know who
It is Said Paducah Railroad Men fig- said., sympathizing with the litrikera, did it. for telegraph keys have voices
ured the affair. lent Off communications between non- ,mtteh allk. r"---Tweestesss-
-WHOA, BILL!"
10 CENTS PER WEEK
—Mareetey .n -New York World.
Prominent Men Argue in Favor of
Deep Waterway For Ohio Valley
Pitteburg, Aug. 1:;. --One of the
most representative gatherings of bus
Mess interests that ever met in this
city was present this morning in the
Ctiited States circuit court room to
ieesent arguments to the United
Seates engineers' board appoiered by
congress to decide on the advisability
of improving Ohio river from
Pittsburg to Cairo no as to give a
nine-foot stage of water the .year
around.
Every available seat in the room
was occupied when Mayor George W.
Guthrie arose to present a memorial
from the chamber of commerce. In
a short address Mayor Guthrie stated
that if the river belonged to a privne
corporation millions of dollars woule
have been spent on its improvement
long ago.
The memcrial stated that if the
improvements asked for were grant-
ed the tonnage from the Ohio valley
would be trebled as the river is known
for heavy ustveration, but *bent tit)
days of each year It was also point-
ed out that the Mississippi valley
would be benefited to a wonderful
extent by the increased traffic and
that the opening of the Ohio river
would relieve much of the freight
congestion existing along the Ohio.
STORM'S AFTERMATH
SHOWS LITTLE DAMAGE
City Greatly Embarrassed by
Injury to Fire Alarm
Service
More ;rettnvenience thane actual
damage resueed from the storm yes-
terday morning. Both telephone com-
panies base everything in running or-
der again today. Some country wires
of the Home company were blown
doven and several hundred phones put
temporarily out of commission. $
Fire Departiuent Damage.
The fire department Is nusy putting
the fire alarm system In set vice again.
By tomorrow night everything will
he all right. The money damage la
about $50, but the danger and incon-
venience in case of tire might have
cost the city dear. Box 2fl, at
Eighth and Jefferson streets, and box
24, at Seventh and Jackeon tereets,
were burned out, and No. 2 and No.
4 stations are now cut off on account
pf the effect of the electrical storm
on the indirators. Alarms will be re-
ceived at No. 1 station, from their
districts and telephoned back to
them.
Mallet& Hughes filed twit against
.7:JULIO Hughes for divorce on the
grounds of ha 'total drunkenness and
abandonment. She asks lot' the cus-
tody -of their two children, Verdie.
aged 4 years and Owen, aged 2 years.
NEW HEADQUARTERS
OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
Is Considered by Finance
Committee of General
Council Favorably
Another bieger and better fire
headmearters, one that will be a credit
to the city, and located on the city's
property adjoininethe city hall on
Kentucky avenue. is being considered
by tbe finance committee of the gen-
eral council. The result of the agi-
tation may be a propositions to vote
$25,e(e) in bonds for the building at
the November election The plan
meets the aineroval of Fire Chief
Wood, wile better than anybody else
knows the deficienefes of the pres-
ent No. 1 building.
The present headquarters on
Fourtli street, which is delimit:late
and in need ,of repairs that will cost
$2,000 -is too small to accommodate
the downtown apparatus. The sleep-
ing quarters for the men are uncom-
fortable and the accommodations for
the chief's office are inadequate. The
conditions_ of the place seriously
hampers the department, in efficiency
and economy, according to the chief:
and the members of the general- coun
eil, who have investigated, agree that
the cite needs a new4ire hall down
town.
Mr. Ed Rivers went to Princeton
this morning on business.
Telegraph Keys Get Impudent
‘""/
ALTON TO BE IMMUNE
RAILROAD
OPERATORS
May Go Out 'and Moderation
is Counsel of Strike
Leaders
EASTERN MEN TO GO OUT
Pittsburg, Washington, Cm.
cinnati Operators JOin
General Strike
A. P. WIRES ARE TIED UP
Chicago, Aug. strike order
'Windy telegraphers, heretofore re-
gal/led MN 1101 pow,ible, early today
lltuffted tip as a deetiled prolmblitty.
A number of leaders conferred here
today and et oad 55 as eent out. direct-
ing the 1111111 10 (+nurse' moderation.
OTHEINS TO GO OUT.
New Tusk, Aug. i3.—Deputy Qrem.
Went Thomas, of the Commercial
Telegraphers* union, .early today /tent
out word to ever) operator east of
11`111/11111111(. * 1111/ 1.0*111 11.1. re/Irbil it 114
to every office In Canada, ordering
the tin sin 1111'11 10 !.top uork•
  AL  tahurg, 
Pittsburg, Aug. ht.—Ibis city Is
fee:Tng the effects of the telegraph
strike wave. Union men in the West-
SAYS ATT'Y GENERAL ern Union and Postai companies are
out. This is an important wire rou-
ter, being the relay point for western
' vault' -sad-Wass- letegtaite.--
Turned State's Evidence in
Standard Oil Suit Be.
fore Judge Landis
Washington. .1ttg ii - The gov-
ernment many months ago promieed-
the Chicago & Alton railroad (Atria
immunity from prosecution for
granting rebates to the. Standard Oil
company if these officials would furn-
ish information teith which to con-
vict the Standard Oil company of re-
ceiving these rebates.
This promise of immunity was
Wade on behalf of the department of
justh•e by former District Attorney
Charles B. Morrison. of Chicago, with
the approval of William H. Moody,
the then attonney for the United
rates. On the strength of this prom-
lee of immunity the officials of the
Chicago & Alton gave information
respecting the case in which Judge
Landis recently imposed the fine of
$29.240,0041 upon the Standard Oil.
Several days. before Attorney Gen-
eral Bonaparte went on his vacation
these facts were laid before him In
letters from Mr. Morrison,
Attorney-General Bonaparte re-
turned to Washington today and im-
mediately- wrote an official letter to
Judge Landis calling his attention to
this eromise.
One thing is a foregone conclusion
--the Chicago & Alton railroad or
Mr. Harriman will not be prosecuted
In connection with the transaction
for which the Standard Was tined at
Chicago.
BARBERS QUARRELLED
AND ONE WAS KILLED
Charles Martin Murdered by
Bert Blackford in Fulton,
Tennessee
Fulton. Ky • A tug,. 1.1.—(Speclall
--Charles Martin, 27 years old,
proprietor of a barber snop is dead,
and Bert Blackford, a barber, is in
Jail atilt:pion City, Tenn., charged
with murder, as the result of a shoot-
ing scrape in Fulton, Tenn. last ev-
ening about 5:45 o'clock. The two
men had quarreled previously and
were drinking. They met tit a -soft"
drink emporium conducted by R. 8.
Murphey on ,the Tennessee side.
where they renewed the difficulty.
Blankford shot at Martin three times,
the last bullet taking effect In his
side old penetratlng the' bladder, He
died ffesenorning. Blackford escaped
to Kentucky and was arrested by
Chief of Police Baker and taken to
Union City.
Merlin leaves a site and one child.
He had resided here six years and
Watj popular. Blackford came from
Cairo five months ago.
Infant-Due.
The three-days-at-Li rtifint of W.
E,'Hathcoyk, 730 South Sixteenth
street, dived this morning of• summer
'Mplaint. The body „will be taken
to Elva this afternoon for burial.
Preset Wires Tied 111i.
tate-innate Aug. 13.— The night
force of the Western Union struck
last night and the union members or
the day force failed to report for duty
this morning. Postal operators went
out at 10 o'clock today. The Associ-
ated Press as far as Cincinnati is
concerned, is completely (ltd up.
At Washington.
Washington, Aug. 13.- Two hun-
dred men and women, 96 per cent, of
the operators employed by the West-
ern. Union and Postal companies in
Washington, are on a strike today,
according to estimates of the local
union officials,
Chicago, .tug. IS -The strike of
telegraph operators spread rapidly,
men walking out In many cities east
end west. The chief strike was In
Nea- York. where both Western
("Mon and Postal operators left their
keys. Other strikes during yestere
dap were as follows:
Western Union ofnces—Montirom-
ery. Ala.; Savannah, Ga.: Augusta,
Ga.: Des Moines, Ia.; Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Cleveland, Ohte; Buffalo. N
Y.: Toledo, Ohio; Columbia, S.. C.;
Pittsburg, Pa.
Postal offices—Columbus. Ohio;
Des Moines, la.; -Denver, Col.; Los
Angeles, Cal.: Salt Lake City, Utah:
Cleveland. Ohio; Philadelphia, Pa.;
Buffalo, : Baltimore. Md., Co-
lumbia, S. C : Waehington. D. I.,
Gomprrs In Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. in —Samuel Gomp-
erg, president of the American 'Fed-
,eration of Labor, arrived in the city
(Continued on page eight.)
FINNEY GLASS PLANT
_IS FIRED UP TODAY
The Finrey glass plata in Me-
chanicihurg was fired up this morn-
ing and the sound of the plant's whis-
tle called hendreds or residents of
Maehairiefiburg out to gates to see
the smoke roll front the funnels. The
plant was scheduled to start several
times. but always happened to delay
it. This morning, however. the furn-
aces were coaled and the plant will be
in operation as 80011 as the furnaces
are sufficiently hot to heat the glass.
In the meantime- machinery delayed
in areival Is being set up and will be
in Nett:Mess whenehe g,aes is melted.
ANOTHER WARRANT IS
SWORN OUT FOR BOYLE
Another warrant tetatrgiug Hugh
Boyle with selling liquor without a
license under the amended city ordi-
mince. was taken out today by (Thief
of Police Collins. under inetructions
from Mayor Yeleer. eI believe eehe
ordnittrael said thet
mayor, "and we shall continue to take
out warrants tor Kr. Boyle so long
as he acts contrary to my revecuttl.
of 'rt., lletts."
PAM! ?TOPA'
erase. a
imam TWO
I.
TIT7C" ¶l,
TFLE PADUCAttT.EVEN1TN61STVw TrESDAV, AUGEST 13.
 •••111•11111•10
Forest Preservation and Extension
Has Taken Firm Hold of Country
Washington, D. t' . Aug. 13.--Rel
ports from all parts of the cnoutty
show that the past seasott has nit-
doubtedly Icon charm:iv-it:4qt by a
more exteas'•e planting of !orest
trees than any previous year in the
history of the Fulled State.. The
ti.c.k 15 ••• •y riably
In every atata it the name it has
been must eei e•siat in Calle.: :ea ti
tee great 111,1•:Ir Wt :iv! in the
'Yew England e te e Bat CSI it in
rynth_ where plaell,:g nts bP4.0 were
or leas tinsee I least Ise at exisr:ng
' ratural foresee ths scope ot P.c eerit
bee arett;1/1.;:..1.14-ne,i.
The trees bet- ti
bardwoods. see feel at toes.a v.
men, howeve re!. ): t gr. afar -wet of
conifers for forest plantlee then they
have veer made before. lit 11t.
die west catalpa. black :we're. Osage
orange, and Russian mulberry were
the favorite trees: in the north aril
northwest preference was ;I. en to
white pine. chestnut. iari h alert
spruce: in the south the retie( (eel-
fees held the lead; mei in Carearnia
where the immense enneal plaatieg
area has been incr.-tee d to at least
live times its former 314,', etitaisenus
had practecally a neetepel.
A few figures readlei sitcw tht
value of forest plantuer fent. rem-
mereial standpoint. in :Jae nit. meet-
ly. Nebraska, a 16-year -tee catelea
plantation gave a net rrteen of
$152.17 per acre at the (Les th.• Wen-
tation was cut. This meant an an-
nual pholit of $6.24 pae acre.
sear-old plantation er the sante
species in Kansas showiel a 'set value
of '1197.55 per acre. another
plantation, in Nebrae: t, eave a net
Income of $17.1.50 per acre whati 14
years old, which amounts to an an-
A
;calyptus. even when grown fo: feel
tilotte, can compete as to profes III
loranges.
It does not take a lifetinet to get
;results. Catalpa often reachea'a peat
!size in front eight to ten te-a. ;eel
!will give service as a post to: filen
11 to 40 years. Osage orange. -.belt
reaches post, size in from 12 to 15
years, usually lasts longer than ea-
'wipe. Black locust, though badly
eiffeeted by the borer in some regions
grows about as fast as the catalpa
and has almost the same post value
while It has the great advantage over
catalpa el being able to thrive on
inlor land, European larch-reaches a
suitable 'for telephone poles in
?a years. When treated with preeer-
tative it will then beat from IS to 10
years. Eucalyptus makes a heavy
ield of fuel in seven years, and the,
crop should nearly always be cut be-
ttor,- In years. On favorable sites
%thee pine will make saw timber in
front le to 60 years. Already the de-
mand for the timber of this tree
shows conclusively that the invest-
ment will prove immensely profitable
In every region of the United
States there is at least cu, forest tree
and generally there are scavenal forest
trees, which can be planted with a
complete assurance of commercial
success if the plantation is properly
established and given proper care
The government has made a very
careful study of most Of the forest
plantations in the United States. Its
publications on tree pleating may be
had free of charge upon applicatiou
to the forest service, U. S. depart-
ment of agriculture. Washington, I).
C. 'The studies on which they were
based were made especially for the
benefit of farmers and other land
mai Income of $8.69, per acre. see- owners, and to prevent the waste of
eral equally striking cassis con'.I be thousands of dollars annually lost by
cited throughout' the te.Cre. middle Planting the wrong forest trees or by
west, toad It Is he/Mit-AU sabereejestimproper care pe plantations. •
catsetes eaceeed a‘ayr .aesi FrUnII he m.n  ii1.-*.b.ich-cuss -eat-
sill pay so weli. Good see eae nmeedural timber has been cut It is clear
are conditions are, however, temp. that each region will have to be made
Gal for stleCe811 with this tree, as nearly self-supporting in timber
Osage orange has been known to!growth as posstble. The lesson of
pioduce as high as 2,640 erst-eiassl the past is that the right forest trees
',see. an  2.272 "cowed ;eas e„ete grown in the right way will' bring a
per acre, Red at, Is wen ifia•:14..36;11b1rlyr6fIr
that no posts are better than those of
(liege orange. heed produseee such' Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
a forest as this could hard" putIThe Old Standard GROVEP8 TASTE-
to a better use, since timber is the LESS CHILI. TONIC drives out ma-
easiest of all crops to raise 7.111 front ;laria and builds up the Went. For
now bn will never go begetne ler a grown People-and children, Zatte. S
market.
Red cedar in pisntationz 25 yaarv
see has reeehee a value e' $('0.:i4
les acre. Eurniere larch 114.1 fur.'
fence posts or tell:tea:3e pot's rer tiles
an average value of $100 to flee.
White pine plantations 40 year.; &di
have exceeded a Value of $ .04 per
acre, and it is known 'T .•
HAVE THE SI
SENT To Vol
ON YOVR VAceTION
MAILED FOR
A MONTH.
Mrs. McKay WThilt Election.
When Mrs. Clarence Mackay ran
for school commissioner here teo
years ago there was an excitingeleee
time a big vote was polled and iibout
1041 women voted. Today 425 votes
were cast at the election, a greater
number than two years ago, and
about 150 women voted. Automobiles
carriages and other vehicles were
Liged to bring ottt the voters. Mrs.
Mackay sent a carriage, She is in
Massachusetts and was not ante to re-
turn to vote, but gave all the aid she
could to the administration ticket.
It won.-New York Herald.
Memel n Jab me t
A Buffalo preacher says that hell Is
full of peek-a-boo waists, so men
can't dodge the job of _buttoning
them, teen after death.-Detrolt
Free Press.
The Prince of Wales is an able
critic and a ksen inspector of hostile-.
- •s,
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
-demands of the best people.
EAST TENNESMLEPHONE CO.
 Ammon.,
Wallace Park Casino
TONIGHT
AND BALANCE OF WEEK
Grand Musical Engagement by the South's Most
Famous Vocalist
Mrs. John A. Cathey.
Dramatic; 8r)prortri.
Assisted Ay
Miss Shellye Burrows
ittlittiett
Miss Nene Burrows
•
Pianist /anti Iteeteermcsteretcar
CHANGE PF PROGRAM NIGHTLY
IN
NO FRICTION'SA
,D1111.X1'OKS DF
PLANTKits' AsSoCIATION.
Barbecue at (luthrie Abandoned Nu.
Reasons of Ettiretlieticy
Alone.
Guthrie, Ky., Aug. 13.--The board
of genera: managers of the Planters'
protective association of Kentucky.
Tennessee and Virginia is sending
out circular letters denying that fric-
tion exists in the association and ex-
plaining why the big barbecue usual-
iy given 'here eachyear was
away with this year. The following
the letter which has. been sent out:
Guthrie, Ky., Aug. 10, 1907-We
notice with regret'an article in tome
of the leading newspapers saying that
at thesiast meeting of the board of
directors of the Planters' Protective
association of Kentucky, Tennessee
and Virginia, held at Guthries, Ky.,
July 25-26, there was much fricton
among the members and as a conse-
quence the annual barbecue was In-
finitely postponed. -
This is misleading. We wish to
state to the public that there was no
friction among the members of this
boerd. Whatever friction or differ-
enees were manifested belonged
strictly to those not of the' board of
directors.
The questjon of the annual barboa
cue came before the board as a bus-
iness proposition, was discussed and
disposed of as such. For many rea-
sons It .was deemed more practical,
for the present, to dispense with the
barbecue, arse because of the ex-
pense; second, there were many of
our western Kentucky and Tennessee
people who.'becattae of the railroad
aci onimoduktions, were kept away
from home too long to think of at-
tending. , •
Then, the barbecue would have
eglieds fief very., earnest - wort- and a
gm-or-mire every °Mira,
and county chairman in the "Black
Patch." We feel that this time and
effort can be used to greater advant-
age for our membersbip directed in
other channels. Yours truly,
J.
J. B. JACKSON,
POLK PRINCE.
Board of General Managers.
• YELIAM FEVER SP1tEADS. -
In American Garrison at Cientegon,
Cuhs--Vigorttes PrecautlMs.
•
Havana, Aug 13.-The onthreak
of yellow reser in the American garri-
son at Cienfagits proves to be much
graver than was at first supposed.
Eight additional cases were reported
today, making a total of 10 cases thus
far. A rigid inspection of the quarters
of the men has been made by the /los-
;Aral cores and the utmost care is be-
ing taken and every precaution en-
forced to prevent a spread of the dis-
ease to the remainder of the garrison.
Dose Again.
A motor car dashed along the coun-
try road, Turning a curve, It came
suddenty upon a man with a gun on
his shoulder and a weak looking old
dog beside him. The dog was direct-
ly In the path of the meter ear. The
chauffeur sounded his horn, but the
dog hid not move--until he was
struek. After that he did not move
The motor stomp d. and one of the
men got out and came forward. He
had once paid a farmer for killing a
calf that belonged to another farmer
This time he was wary.
"Was that your dog?"
"Yes."
"You own him?"
"Yes."
"Looks as if we'd killed him."
"Certainly looks so."
, "Valuable dog?"
"Well, not so very."
"Will a sovereign satisfy you?"
"Yes."
"Well, then, here you are." He
-nded a sovereign to the man' with
a gun, and added, pleakantly: "I'm
lry to have broken up your hunt."
"I wasn't eolifgehnnting." replied
a other, an he pocketed the money."
-Not 2oing hunting? Then what
were you doing with the dog and
the gun?"
"Going down to the woods to shoot
the dog."--Tit-Bits.
DR. JAMES
.READ-ACHE
POWDERS
CURET'p" trheibed°114 one
doctors. gls
DrultOits Prk:1 0
All
.1111‘..yellVDAVVIA,I,14 •111•411 tir..112,•••••••
For sett. fuel gm. rttnt red by
W. B. MTHERSO
-
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
cetimates on firmer beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schwan* Bros for tile largest
and most complete, stock_af
flowera and plants in thetity,
Fro* delivery to any .-
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
ticith Phones& t9i.
 1
MUSICAL TREAT
AT PARK CASINO
Mrs. John A. Catio.y and The
Misses Burrows
Crit i•tal A titii.•nce 0.1 ight W it it
(*cal awl lastruen.-ntai Pro-
gram I.aat Night.
VARIETY OF ENTERTAIN:WENT
The music lovers who failed to hear
Mrs. John A. Cathey and her concert
company at Wallace park Casino last
night, missed one of the rare musi-
cal treats of the season, but will have
the opportunity each night this week
to hear them, with a change of pro-
gram. Few entertaiuments in Padu-
cah during the regular season at the
Kentucky can compare in quality and
enjoyment giving features with the
program a the Casino this week. It
Is impossible to conjecture what the
public expected in this engagement,
but the company won the merited ap-
proval of critical musicians and those,
who class music under the general
head of amusements, last night.
-The program Consisted of numer-
ous songs, standard and classical, by
Mrs. Cathey accompanied by the
Misses Burrow on the piano and vio-
lin, solos by the Misses Barrow and
tonight Miss Nelle Burrow will give
Impersonations,
Mrs Catheeret soprano yoke is
rich, full and sympathetic. Ease and
accuracy and clearness, free from
mechanical effects, characterize her
singing, and she his not a harsh note
In her throat. He program last
night covered a wide range, showing
her versatility and training to the
best advantage. - •
Sh-erlye fralla Whet- per or
upon the violin, is mistress of her In-
strument. Her_grace of motion and
the spirit of her execution combine
with perfection of tone, to bewitch
her audience.
.. w.-.44.ti4.e.s Play in
all the accompainments on the piano.
rendered two solos on that instru-
ment, that demonstrated the strength
and suppleness of her fingers and
wrists, and her understanding of the
technical requirements of her profes-
sion. Besides, she displayed rare
comprehension of the meaning of the
compositions, and power of interpre-
tation...
Alrephol and he l'are.
The question of the dietic and
medicinal position of alcohoris with
us once again. A number of well
known physicians and surgeons, to-
gether with certain professors of
physiology, have felt it their duty to
issue a collective expression of opin-
ion in favor of the value of alcoholic
beverages both in health and disease,
It is not difficult to identify the
circumstances which have led to this
step. Not many months have elapsed
since a prominent metropolitan sur-
geon took the opportunity offered by
the meeting of the British Medical
association at Toronto to denounce
the use of alcohol in every shape and
form; to proclaim It utter useless-
ness, and "yen its pernicious action,
In the treatment of disease: and gen-
erally to condemn It as a dangerous
and poisonous agent. Had these
propositions been presented merely
as the personal opinions of the ora-
tor they might easily have been
passed over as having no other at-
traction than a convenient restate-
ment of what the same authority had
d on many previous occasions. But
with them was associated at least a
suggestion that such views represent-
ed the general attitude of the profes-
sion in this country, and the official
position of the speaker lent, as was
evident from the criticisms of the lay
press, an added significance to this
statement.
Considering what is the 'rommon
.custom and habit of. meelica-1  practi-
tioners on this side of the Atlantic in
regard to thq Use of alcohol, at lest
In the treatment of disease, it is not
a matter for -wonder that a number'
of clinical teachers Aimed, even some
uhat late in the day, have determined
to put on' record views which are in
direct conflict with those presented
tci the Toronto meeting, Now that
the issue is joined it Is to be hoped
that its discussion will -be conducted
in a fair and scientific fashion, and
that from it will result both light and
leading.-Hospital,
Miler Who Fought,
Frattels Joseph, -the aged emperor
61-Alistria-llungary, is the only liv-
ing govereign who can boast of hav-
ing led an army In actual combat
with an enemy. The only other ruler
of a great power, to have won military
renown In actual war is President
Roosevelt. it was a few months be-
fore the ascension of Francis Joseph.
ei 1848, that he turned the fortunes
' the, day ht the birrody battle of
ante Lucia by a maguiftesent cavalry
,arge, led In person by the then
.eyear-old archduke, Ills dragoons
;tithed through the squares. of the
.rdinians and .captured the guns
,4 1itch all day lone bad poured a mur-
sterpes fire Into gm Austrian ranks
lie etieltited WIIKeeLe scratch, thonEh
men fell Ilitt; .̀fileasaround
falo Eiprese,
-
It lakes 'more than sitift solder
cente.nt sone. together.
It takes more then headache cures
to sal the beet( Celle
PEACE
%WILL BE raomorro AT COST Ill
HARD STRUGGLE.-
1.111baktsbadOr Cilloatt•'s Project 311t,
Meet VitIi Strong
opposition,
The Hague, -Aug. 13.-The brief
wave of optliniam that followed the
general benediction of United State.
Ambassador Choate'e project for
'permanent arbitration tribunal seen
to have ppent itself and the pea,.
oeference enters it eighth we,e,
ruggeing- against er strong ent)
Thtre le a feeling of skepticism
bordering 011,  exasperation anion:
those delegates ek whom the grand.-
ose notion of the -heerld's peace par-
liament sitting under %be patronage
of the czar of Russia isn't edifying.
This is becoming stronger itse each
day that passel shows that the ctesa
of manufactured aeticie which the
conference is turning ont isn't the
kind of product for which the ma.
chinery of the conference was made.
The drafting evmmittee concluded
today the framing- of the project for
the establishment of an Igternational
permanent court of arbitration, mei
the docunient thus drafted will be cle
bated on Tuesday next by the first
committee
Function of Proposed Court.
The document will explain that the
eropoeed court is to. be auxiliary to
and not in place of the existing arbi-
tration court, the character of which
will remain diplomatic while that of
the new one will be judicial. Its at-
tractions, for international disputants
will be expeditiousness and economy
It will be prepared to constitute a
court a fortnight after a case shall
have been referred to it, and as it
will be maintained by an interna-
tional common fund litigants will he
Treed from anxiety whether they ran 
afford to appt.al to it.
Too Much Theorizing for Action.
The advabsement of the idea of it
-permanent arbitration court can
hardly expect any more useful help
from the present conference. Its ad-
voireatee-areereade. toerke*--t-bst
a delicate plane but plead th -• i•
le displacing nothing else and e
bi given a chance. The fact I
displacing nothing else Is not
ed altogether in its favor by :t
skeptics, who reply that there is I
concrete demand for it, and would ;
Premature to drag it In now to ha
the conference blamed for its utt•
barrenness.
In this atmosphere of doubt and
questionings there is no disparage-
ment of Cboate and Root for bring-
ing the scheme forward. They have
had the courage to plant publicly and
officially the seed of the science of .in-
ternational law, and its friends may
hoffe to gee it flourish in friendlier
surroundings than the network of
cross purposes to which the great
part of this conference has reduced
itself,
Laughter Never Changes, Faces May.
"It's a rather extraordinary fact
that. JettWevere much a man may
change with the pasting of years, hi0
laugh remains-always the satnee" said
a man ftom Chicago to a New York
reporter. "I can give you a good
stance of this peculiarity. The. othe
evening I was sitting in the bar
the Manhattan botel, when sudden
I heard a laugh it few tables behie
me that sounded decidedly fanilli
It was one I used to hear thirty yea;
ago, and its owner was an old school
mate of mine, who had gone to Ste
Francisco in his early youth. and
HEALTHY PLANTS
Require the Most Careful Attention
as Well as (hied Soil.
Did you ever &emit rosebush which
--despite the most herneficient envt-
ronnient of soil-of sunshine-and of
atmosphere-seemed never to achieve
a healthy growth?
A ton of manure will not help a
plant that has a canker eating out
its heart.
You must destroy the cause before
you can remove the effect.
You cannot cure Danruff and Bald-
nets list rubbing on hair lotions, and
rubbing in vaisellne. etc.
You must look to the cause of the
trouble-it's a germ at the root of
your hair which causes it to fall out.
• Newbro's Herpicide destroys the
germ and healthy hair is the sure re-
sult.
Sold by leading druggists. Two
sizes. 50e, and $1.00. Send tete* in
stamps for sample to The Herpielde
Co., Detroit, Mleh. W. 13, MsPher-
sen, Special :agent.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rates
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
Louis and Memphis, which
are as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and ,
return  511.00
$t. bouls  7.50
Memphis 
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond Mime.:
Tellphone 86-it,
0
Reduction Sale of All
Men's, Boys' and Women's
Low Cut and Canvas Shoes
Men's E4.00 Oxfords cut to $3.00 
Men's 13.00 Oxfords cut to- 2.25
Men's $2 00 Oxfords cut 1.60
Men's $1.50 Oxfords cut to 
Ladies' $1.25 Oxfords cut ta._
Ladies $1.50 Oxfords cut to............
Lacks' $2.(X Oxfords cut
Ladies' 12 31) Oxfords cut to.
Ladies'
White Canvas
1.9280 Oxfords 
to cclose, pair
1.20 '
1.60 75c
1.98 Come early.
Men's Canvas Shoes, Low or High Cut
t.I$) tirade cult to $1.50
11.50 Grade cut to 1.19
$1.23 tirade cut to - .98
Ladies' White Canvas Oxfords with white heel, sold everywhere!
at $1.30, reduced to •98
Some better quality. Nit tei . 1 . 1 9
SPECIAL,
One lot Ladies' Brown Ooze One Strap Pumps, worlk 1 S 48anywh!re $2.50, cut
One lot ofLadies' Patent Leather tilnies with silk - S148mohair toriptur vrtmtir, yvrh ere 1l2'.10, ..... .
Misses' a n d Children's Canvas a n d Low
Shoes Cut in Proportion.
loGiirs and Women sTelvet House shrper, it r ...... 35e
THE MODEL
U12 /South IS•cc.311..1 Strioct.
i educait's Cheap Cash Store. All (,,Js Marked In Plain Figuits.
whom P had not seen since.
"When I heard the lam% I instinct-
ively turned in the direction of it, and
at. a table in fhe corner of the cafe I
saw two men. either one of whom,!
knew had guffawed. I didn't get a
look at their faces, however, as both
had their backs to me, but while I
was watching them one of the met
laughed again.
"That settled it.' That laugh to me
uas unmistakable. I at once atepped
over and closely scrutinized him for
a second or two, but I could see no
reeemblance to my old friend, as his
face was half hidden behind a bush.
hite beard. However, I determined
to take chances, and, extending my
hand, said: "'Fred-, old chap, is it
possibly reit?'
" 'That's my name.' he answered
promptly, looking at me searchingly,
'but I can't place you. sire
"Of course, when I mentioned my
name he recalled me right away. To
each other, you see, we had change
it personal appearance beyond recog-.
nItion, but to me his laugh was the
same old laugh."
An honest message never b-as trou-
ble finding hearers.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
I House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine whop.
133424 N. Fourth St; Phones 7/57
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPIIONF 499
41 1P -
W. P. Paxtoa,, R. Riley, P. Pureear
President. • Oashisz. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK I
focorpor•tard
Capital W87•1117•1•1117.• • IM• • • • • •-••  • • • 11/ I ONL 6.11
Burping • • I.  .Sr,'. 50,0041
eitockholders liability •  ft:• • .1•• • •.•  • • • • • • •sr•- • • . 100.000
Total seenety to depositors 112e0,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited, We appreciate
enall as well ea large depositors and accord to all the mats
merteous treatment. .../11•4641mg
Interest Paid on Tim, Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 04:11,0016 -
Third' and Broadway
1.
4
I.
a
•
a
Sb
4.
•
CUsir 13. • 'UEP
A CURE FOlt bl(21eMet AT LAST. TWO POLICEMEN
Remarkable Cures Now Reported—
.% sample Bottle (ter,
Eczema and kindred diseases have
often been declared incurable, but the
reports now being receiv d regarding
D. I), 1). Prescription Mali-ate that a
Jantedy has at last been found whien
realty will and does remove. this
curse from thousabds of. sufferers.
Letters from, every part of -the
country indicate that people are being
•
ARE SUSPENDED
Fifteen Days For Alleged In-
subordination
tured of eczematous diseases by the eieneen„., Amu, Hurley and eeniem
Nipple external applicaeon ef Hill Are Exonerated By
D. liquid. A few drops ape ten ttttt issionere.
INSTANT relief. Then grriS
skin Is cleansed and finale.
tige of the disease rentalie4 lee c .-
appear to be permanent, ,at set ra.0 OTilleite CASES ARE CONTINUED.
no eases of a recurrence er od:6-
eese have been reported.
-The first beetle of p. D O.," Fred
W. Morrell, of 329 E. 90th street.
New York City, writes, "cured me
permanentle of a stueberu apd exae-
perating case of v.eepiug eczema, fat
Whirl I had vainly tr:ed several
prominent .phyeiclaus."
You tan get this-retzmely at. R. W.
Walker & Co.'s drug store, Paducah.
or a maniple bottle for e0 cents di-
rect from the D. D. D. company.
Suite 5, 112 120 Michigan avenue,
Chicle°.
.01111•••••••04.
NIAVItleRla IS HELD ()VEIL
- FOR SHOOTING SHELTON.
--e--
Floyd elayberry, colortel. who shot
Constable A C. Sheltou at the fair
grounds August 8, wounding him in
the hand, was held to circuit court
yesterday afternoon by Magistrate .1.
J Bleich for malicious shooting. He
was to additioir tined $50 and given
30 days In jell for earrytng concealed
a deadly weapon. In an argument
over a chew of tobacco Mayberry
pulled a gun and shot Constable
Shehon.
-
Goodness:. -
No man who expects credit for it
eiery time he does a greed thing is
good.
Lantz's
Kidney
Pills
Cure Absolutely
Guaranteed
50c
,The success of Lintz Kid-
ney Pills is wonderful, anal
fully verify our judgment in
guaranteeing them es n sure
cure in kidney troubles.
They cone in 50c ba
and a written guarantee :a
given with each box.
Why rarer wheu relief ean
lie 11;d
WILL J. filLBERT
fidth Phones 77
Fourth an d Broadway
Patrolmen Aaron Hurley and Er-
r
est Hill, 'charged with neglect of
444 and for soliciting bribes front
violators of the law. reepectively.were
exenerated at an inquisition by the
board of fire and pellet- t•ummisstion-
ers at the -city hail last evening. AU
members of the board were present
and the council chamber where the
tneetrtig was held, wait packed with
Mende of the accused
Cases against Fireman John -Mc-
Fadden, Patrolntan William Rogers,
and "Fireenall Jolla Reeves were not
passed on, the first two being contin-
tied, and latter diemissed, Reeves
having tendered his resignation.
Aaron Hurley Exonerated.
We H. Taylor, proprietor of the
English Kiteheu, a restaurant at the
Illinois Central etatiou, complained
that patrolman Hurley saw Attorney
Samuel Crussland of Masfielci, as-
fieteet, him and refilled to arrest Crosselaud when asked to do until he (Tay-
lor) had sworn out a warrant. Patrol-
mau Hurley te,tified that he did not
see the difficulty. but did hear loud
tallitug and found Crossland on the
outside of the restaurant.
Ross Thomas alleged that Patrol-
man Ernest Hill solicited $5 from
him and eTyler White to ward off
prosecution 'tor breach of peace. The
)(Mug men testified that they got in-
to a difficulty in Or.rar Denker's sa-
loon, Eighth and Finley streets, on
. Hwy lee aside shati.P.aertaimaa letU told
'Ittin- he would sweer met- as -Warren
for a mere breach of peace and make
it as light as possible for $5. They
'testified that they promised, but did
not pay the money. Patrolman Hill
succeeded in securing testimony front
, tile boys. later to the effect that he
swore out the warrant before he ever
save them and endeavored to show
that Thomas had brought the charge
because he had arrested Jewel Bros.
for selling liquor on Sunday, Thomas
being a bart.nder employed by the
fi..m.
. Pat rolman Ittetere.
Jessie Roberts, whom Patroletan
WI:Earn Bogies arrcited for ninety(
csorderly house, pteierred charges
sgahm.shlm for misconduct, but on
account -or the abeence of witnesses
the case w ontinued.
, Patrolmen - Sanders and Wil-
liam Orr were cha ,d with -insubor-
dination. They were otdered to sepa-
rate on their ,beat and re tad to In
i.so, coming to the city hall t argue
the matter with Pollee Lieutenant
Toni Potter. For this offense they
were laid, off le days.
John Actives. of -No. 1 fire station.
charged with intoxication, tendered
his resignaUon and no action was ta-
ken in his case.
Because of the absenee or Capts!n
Joe tolling, of No. 1 staticfn, who is
away on his vacation, no ttial of
charges of drinking made agaituo
Fereinau John McFadden were heard.
The session lasted over two hours
and no action was taken in tilling the
vacancies caused he resignations of
Henry Rhue and Matt Hai% of the
fire deparement.
[WANTED!'
Young Men and Women for positions of trust,
veltere intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for—
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quiring ability and tact—
People of All Ages, of all talent& of divers
ablates, for suitable lines of employment 
tesed eciiings-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical -Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash:Registers, Store and _Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Ilioks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, tRugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind—
Homes and, Carriages, trucks bit:does& Wagons,
bicycles, gunk Cameras, lining tackle, automo-
-
Real Estate-iota,- plots, acres, leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses, eats, apartments, stores --
Instruction hi tainting, singing; the violin and
piano, shorthand, accounting, correspondence,
tandbage. dancing--
Places ter Live- hours, apartments, furnished
mune, boarding places where life IS interesting.
These are some of the 'thousands
of people and Urines that are
"wanted" in this city just now:
and if you :can fill _andi. of these
"wants"
eellIMM1111111111111111e 
I INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
KAISER WILHELM .
AS BUSINESS MAN
Model Establishment ot the
German Emperor
Ilig Pottery Owned and t'ontrolled By
Teuton War Lord on Hie
Eetate,
MOST VERSATILE MONARCH.
•
Berlin, Aug. 1.3.—"If fortune had
not made the kaiser a ruler. he would
have achieved great success in life as
a man of business."
That Is an assertion that often has
been made by hard headed leaders of
1...commerce in this country, but con-
sidering that the speakers were Ger-
mans It might have been suspected
that excess of loyalty had something
to do with the warmth of their ad-
miration for the kaiser as a "captain
of industry."
But Andrew CArnegle and the other
American millionaires who recently
have heart vieiting Germany have no
such reason for "soft soaping" his
majesty. Wilhelm II, and there is lit-
tle doubt that the marked tributes to
the kairer's efficiency as a practical
business man which have just been
paid by these authorities on the sub-
ject were altogether spontaneous and
sincere. As the cables told, Mr Car-
negie and his atsociatee reeently were
given an opportunity of inspecting
the great porcelain factory and farm
at Cadinen. In East Prus.sia, whieh
are °wetted arid personally managed
by the kaiser, and as a result one and
all expressed thentselies as deeply
impressed by his majesty's evident
genius for practical business and his
abilities as a scientific agriculturist
It may be added', moreover, that these
compliments are abundantly deserved
he. the versatile Jrionerreet. !Jose et-
I? o.L _German_ Prod ucte
have lead hint to be described as the
finest commerrial traveler in the
world." and whose advocacy of -the
dignity of the trade" has had so
marked an effect on the younger went
here of Germany a reigning families
Kaiser's ersa*IlIty.
The origin of the imperial pottery
works and farms at Cadnen is highly
Interesting and throws light on the
versatility of the kalser's character
Some years ago, after he had gained
public honors as a ruler, diplomatist,
admintstiator, orator, military or-
ganimei-i naval reformer, musical com-
poser, artist, preacher, yachtsman.
designer of warships and In other ca-
pacities too numerous to mention,
the kaiser conceived the idea of turn-
ing his attention to manufacturing
and trade, He branched out in this
direction, partly to show that he
could gain success as a gain-praete
cal trader, and partly because he felt
that personal experience as a pro-
prietor of manufacturing works
%Quid give hint a better insight into
mahy problems of modern statesman-
ship, such as the relations of eapital
to labor, legisk..tion with a view to
commercial interests, and an forth. k
The kaiser chose Cadinen as
site of his gelidness enterprises, and
there he erected model factories
where exquisite specimens of pottery
are now produced in large quantities.
'William ii did not hold aloof from
the praotical details of the business,
but plunged. eagerly with all his won-
derful enthusiasm into the work of
making his enterprise a striking sue-
elm. Engaging a profeselocal expert
as his adviser in regard to technical
{mints, the emperor reteined the
lactual management of the concern in
own hands from the beginning.
engaged the members of the bust-
staff, selected the accountants,
.e,se the clerks, and even picked out
workmen of whom he personally
;iroved. tie gale. airders what kinds
pottery were to -be made and in
many cases altered the designs sub-
mitted tcehim with his own hands.
, Owing to his initiation into all the
departments of the enterprise at the
01,1841, the kaiser has been able to re-
tain the practical management of the
works in his hands ever since their
foundation. This fact was etrikingly
demonstrated to the party of Ameri-
can capitalists during the' visit to
elhien, autograph letters of instrue-
et from the emperor to various
ads of departments being ehrfwn to
em to illustrate his majesty's.per-
,11a1 supervision over the many
inches of his business
Has Residence Near Works,
To facilitate his control over affairs
,• kaiser erected aefosidence for him
,f alongside of the Works at Cadi-
it. This building where the Amer--
n party was entertained to iuneh,
a Maple villa, and here the kaiser
lights to sojourn as an employing
sperintending the operations of his
,eory hands. The kaiser has been
loe.to s;,tve the difficult problem of
s•ing a humanitarian employer and
• the same time of earning subetan-
el profits at his bnsinees. His work-
ten lire in neat little cottages built
I' them by their imperial master,
hitch they are enebted to ocenpy at
.w rents. Each cottage has a garden
id Is constructed on the most ap-
proved sanitary methods. /Every work
Man receives ate old age pension or a
lieftiong pension from .. the time at
whichehe beetipies through aecldest
or 111 health incapable of working.
The widows and orphans of the work-
men are provided for on the same
CA11
- . - - - - -
for these purposes being taken from
the profits of the business. The work:
men are thus made to feel that Merle
have a direct intsecext Iii tee concern.
so- that they on their stile do their
utmost to turn out the best possible  
Peoducts.
They work only Revert hours a e
Graft Worked by Ticket Sellers
PA
115 SOUTH THIRD STREET
Boa, Shoti•• 358
from Ules Paireels who neness-
this way. Perhaps by the time they
notice that they have been robbed
they have forgotten where it hap-
pened.
et. ---C The ticket 'tellers as a rule do not
attempt to rob their employes. Their
day front Monday to Friday. three Selling and taking tickets "on the
hours on Saturday, and not at all on gate" of any amusement enterprise Is
Sunday. Various local clubs, form- one of the best paying jobs connected
ed under -the direction of the. emper- with the show business. A ticket
or., provide for their sports and Vas- seller who cannot "graft" $25 a day
when he handles as notch as $1,4)04
Is a bad worker.
times in the summer and for indoor
amusements, such as lectures and
dames In the winter. .A free libra-
ry., likewise provided from the prof-
its of the pottery works, provides
for the employes' intellectual needs.
The kaiser himself built up these in-
stitutions one be one in his success-
ful effort to make his industrial ea
tablishment a model to be Imitated
by benevolent employers through-
out the country.
Solving the Labor Problem,
In this direction, according to the
battier's conviction. Iles the solution
of the problem of capital and labor.
When employers reveal more humane
tendencies and when amicable rela-
tions exist between them and their
employes the intense rivalry between
them and their employes, the intense
rivalry between capital and labor will
(the kaiser believes) disappear and
give way to a sort of ideal friendship.
He has-brought about this state of
affairs at Cadinen, but then he ads
mite h tiesclf that he undertook the
task with everything in his favor,
whereas business 'enterprises found-
ed solely to make the biggest possi-
ble profits must necessarily pursue
other methods.
. The Tragedies of Paris.
Front 1,0010 to 1,510e bodies are re
ceived In the morgue in Paris every.
year. These represent suleides and
nitirdere. anal not the deatLe thtft
occur in the ordinary course . of
events, Aerie°, these selt-slaughters
nearly half are drowning*, whelt
means that every day at legit t we per
sons jump into the Seine; two pout-
wretches who have failed to linil lite
worth Heim;
In the months Of October and No-
mbrr suicides by drowntng in Paris
are double what they_ are- the re-
mainder of the year. . The prospeet
r f having to suffer the_harceelpe of
another winter, beggleg aheet fr. the
cold aud sleeteng out In lee !mew is
(Co much for in."a... fete-cursed
wanderer. 
An interceetrig fact rev4ied by the
ukede statistics of Paris is Mist wo-
ffien show a decided dislike to stisevn-
Ng as A Means of violent deeth Feur
times as rattly men as eetnen arc
fished out 9f the Seine. The records
rhow that a et-exintion Is the faeor-
ite war witI the weaker sex fur
' shuffilug elf this mortal coil,," when
It has ceased to be bearable .- -Mi-
ll:V..0re.
Self is the °ply thing that really
generous scale, all the funds required can break love ties.
Selling tickets Is an art in itself.
The ordinary man could not sell 260
tickets and make change to save his
life, while the professional may on
some days handle $5;4110 worth of
tickets, make all change by himself
and count up without the lewd
trouble
These men are the atistocrats of
the show business, adepts at handling
money and past masters of the art of
making the hand deceive the eye.
They do not speak of short changing
a man or woman as stealing, but re-
gard it as legitimate graft. Most of
these men would as soon think of
murder as of plain theft, but they do
not regard fleecing the patter's of lite
amusement as theft at- all,
To understand the spirit _in which
they net in tooting the publiceeft is
necessary to know the men them-
selves. reome of them are ex-bank
clerks, but the best have received
their training with circuses and street
fair. They make change so rapidly
and become se adept at handling ;
money that they have the change'
made almost before the purchaser of
a ticket 'knows %hat has happened.
They regard the amusement pubfic as
legitimate prey. They figure: "This
guy has $10 to spend today hiving
fen. Ile is away from business, and
therefore careless. I couldn't cheat
him out of a cent in business, the
chances are he'd cheat me. He's
going to spend or lose that money
Mid I'll take a piece of it."
Oneeof these fellows met me one
day. He was wearing a handsome
diamond that was rev. "Hello," I
remarked. "Where did you get the
stone?" "Took it off a guy," he re-
Plied calmly. "You see," he ex-
plained, "he was a young sport who
was drunk and spending his pa's
money, so just pulled it off hint,
shirt and all."
That fellow was disgusted with the
degenerate young cub.who was drunk
and throwing away money, and con-
sidered-him a legitimate "sucker." so
he robbed him and didn't even regard
himself as a thief.
That is the attitude of most of the
grafting ticket elle rs . They regard
the $2 bill as a special dispensation
of the government in their favor.
Twu dollar bele and III cent pieces
•tre the favorite pieces of nierhey With
ell ticket Ste-heirs wthe expect.tri graft
a bit. It Is safe to say that If man
went to a streeilt fair something of
'that ?on with ten $2 bills there
would be at least eight attempts to
hand him change for a $1 bill. The
only Rafe way is to leave the ..hange
on the counter until you count it. If
you pick it up and ehove it in your
pocket that means that the ticket
seller is $1 ahead.
That is what happens in scores of
eSSPX. Atuusetneut goers have money
to spend and are careless, they grab
change,. shove it into their pockets,
and maybe discover half an hour
later that their money is missing. It
is no use to go back and kick, be
cause you never will get your money
back and cannt prove your cage.
Sometim.s bole ticket sellers in the
middle of a big rush will hand out
change for $1 when they receive $5,
but this is dangerous because the
man usually knows, If he looks
wotried and anxious, as if he was
thinking of something else, there in a
chance to put over that game-- -espe-
cially if the $5 comes off a roll of
bills.
The, 10 cent graft is popular. There
1st noted ticket seller with one Of the
big traveling attractions who has the
brass plate Over which he shoves
change niel-ed so that a dime will
stick while the rest of the change
can be slid over it, He puts down
the' correctchange, the man sweeps
It off with his hand, the dime sticks--
'and the ticket seller is 10 rents ahead
He tells me that the graft is worth
sometimes $25 to 430 a day with his
show.
Short changing Is an art. There is
little danger in it, for the ticket seller
always can plead e mistake If detect-
ed in the act. One ticket setter was
detected In the act no less than eight
times in an hour on the gate of a
circus in Chicago recently--not, how-
ever, by the owners of the money.
Within recent years proprietors of
amusement parka and the concessions
'therein have tried to check the "short
changing" evil and they have In many
instances hired women cashiers. This
result has been startling. Now most
of them want the men back. The
girls have proved even more daring
grafters than the men, bectuse they
are not suspected and look more in-
nocent. Only a few ddve 'ago a girl
i cashier at a concession in ono of the
!big Chicago amusement parks was de.
teeted in such raw short change work
:that she was discharged. She plead-
ed for her place, or another ono. The
;rnatiagement refused to hire her
l'a"iln"How much do you meke outside
.ettur salary'e the - manager asked
her;,
, She said, with an air of per-
fect innocence, "anywhere front $25
'to Vet a day on the big daye "
r Yet there are extremely few kicks
robbed' in
job is tot, valuable to risk. Occason-
allye however, the attempt is made.
Then the ticket taker gets inlep the
graft. He must hold out tickets and
square the turnstile, and balance the
books with the *eller with whom he
divides time spoils.
SUITORS KV MOORES
HARRASS ANNA GOULD
Pursue Her in the Streets, Says Law-
yer Fehnond 0417.
Edmond Kelly, frieed of Jay Gou:d
and attorney In France In the most
famous canoe in which litigants- from
this country have been involved in
late years, arrived here yesterday on
the Minneapolis, nays the New York
World. He will travel through the
United States and then settle down
to the practice of his profession in
this city. In years gone by he had his
oflIce at No. 2 Wall Street.
The lawyer expressed his admira-
tion for the Ooelds, he having ap-
peared in Madame Anna Gould'a suit
for divorce front the Count Boni de
Castellane. According to Mr. Kelly,
Mute. Anna leads anything at present_
but an ideally happy existence.
"Her life is made burdensome be-
cause of her reputedwealth." said hce
"She is even stopped In her carriag•
on the troulevards by fortuue hunters
who wish to propose for her hand.
It requires two mall carriers every
morning to deliver the missives A4-
dressed to her. Many letters bring
proposals of marriage and others
are from impecunious counts, princes,
marquises and a few dukes who want
her band and ineldentelly her mil-
lions.
"I doubt the rumor that my client
will wed the French prince, Retie de
Sagan. whose name has been repeat-
edly linked with hers. He is a worse
spendthrift than Boni. He "has gone
throtth two fortenes already. When
P comes to making the money fly, he
matey eastellane look like a miser.
"It is a fact that they are seen
much in' each other's company, and
eon never can tell what a vIvacioue
and fascinating eoung wotnan may do
until It happens. They may marry,
hut I doubt It. At all events she can't
marry within III robe after the de-
eree is tiled.
"Merle. Gould ent
woman from the na
Gould of twelve yearekseee -
now a beautiful and eet.
woman of the world, at kite any
circle of Parisian society." 'eeri
France has no old age insurance
taeastire, but a large atnnunt Is &n-
ue; aey spent in retief to !god natives.
Religion is the touch of the *Ana,
on all our affairs.
•
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 13.
CIRCULATION STATIMENT.
July, 1007.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18 3906
2 3895 19 3914
5 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 t  3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
15  3911 30 3899
I. 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of July, -1907. is true to the
be of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
- My comm:salos expires January
Deily Thought.
"You can tell the character of any
age by the place It gives to charac-
- -tee
elteep in this thirtkeertu seutitueut,
dbviuus. There is no further glory
ahead of him. He has enjoyed to the
full the honors of a free government.
Another, terui could bring with it
nothing but an extens:on of response
tellers and a longer term of the ha-
rassments of public office.
That a man of Roosevelt's aggres-
siveness and originality should have
a personal following of dignified pro-
portions was to be expected, and this
following will be sufficient to be the
deciding factor in Republican poli-
cies, so long as he remains in public
life. 'And this personal following af-
fords the hope, that when the time
for nomination comes, Roosevelt will
be able to transfer to his logical suc-
cessor this perfect public confidence.
-it is in the action of the next Re-
hlican national convention alone
that the country can place its hope.
Invertebrate Democracy offers no
promises. That Roosevelt Is interest-
ed in his successor is not surprising,
,n clew of the fact that he has Ins,
urated policies, which it will req,uire
another term to carry out, and his in-
terest, like that of his constituents, is
concerned alone with the perpetuition
of policies and not with perpetuation
of administrative influences,
The Rooseve:t administration has
strengthened our relations with South
Amereet, where our trade requires
attention; has adopted a liberal colo-
pis° Policy; has for the first time in
decades promulgated and undertaken
an internal policy, directed to the
conservatioti of our natural resources
and the development of internal
meatts of communication, besides re-
forms in industrial conditions, all of
which have met with the bitter oppo-
sition of interests inimical in their
development to the common weal.
If the president inclines to the
Taft candidacy, it is because the big
war secretary is most closely Identi-
fied with these policies of the ad-
ministration; and in Cuba, Porto
Rico, the Philippines, Panama, In
the negotiations over the Friar land
controversies and in every emergen-
cy he has proven himself equal to
the occasion. But there Is Hughes of
New York. and several *Liter men of
presidential calibre, from wnom
choice may be made, and the two-
term rule seems likely to remain un-
broken by tbq pelt adminiaitration.
- •
How much we depend on the tele-
graph for the rapid transaction of
business is being burned into our con-
sciousness by the strike, which is
now on in full force. The very de-
uce of the people on the tele-
graph promises to bring the struggle
to an early close. The fight is for the
closed shop. The men make stroi5g
charges of bad faith, even contending
that the recent increase in wages nev-
er actually **lied to 75 per cent, 01'
the operators. They say extra men
were left out of the calculation, and
that the policy of the companies Is
to keep a large majoety of the men
un the "extra" 1.st, although working
regularly. They also say that In
spite of the rating of wires, when a
high-priced men resigns, the compa-
ny places a cheap man in his stead.
They say telegraph schools are main-
tained by the companies and their
graduates are put to work on wires
at half salary, being incompetent.
They also charge that the companies
are discriminating against union men
directly. The operators probably will
insist on the closed shop and a sys-
tem of apprenticeship, which will In-
sure the rontrol by unions. The com-
panies point to the fact that an in-
crease was recently granted, and that
all the demands of the men were met
frankly and fairly. May the strongest
win and win quickly.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Goternor- -Augustus M. Will-
son, of LocisvIlle.
For Lieutenant Governor—W, H
Dox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Beeathitt, of Chrletlan county.
For Auditor—ktank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken tenuity
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structios—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
C. Rankin, of H..nry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams. of Pulaski county.
For Legtslature--George 0. 'te-
aroom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
.A:dermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamb:in, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young: Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward,_ S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— first ward, W. Mr
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Pourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward. J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
It
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ROOSEVELT!' S et
inrposs.b:e, to ignore
the fact that there Is _urgent de-
mand among Republicans. of the
country for the renomination of
President Roosevelt, while_the confi-
dence reposed in him by the Demo-
-rats is unequalled in the !innate of
the-country. This sentiment arises for
an universal desire for the continua-
tion of the polity of reform and ad-
vancement Inaugurated by the presi-
dent, and the fear of the country that
reactionary influences may gale' the
ascendancy once Roosevelt abandons
the white house..
Thi; sentiment, is .dne to the na-
tional influence of the Mississippi
valley states, joint inheritors of all
that was best in the south and In New
England, and erected free. from the
mutual jealousy and the self-esteem
In which the eriginal compact of the
13 states was christened. ,It cottra-
venes the two-term precedent estab-
lished by Washingtote but the west
and southwest seem to fear neither
their government nor Its People, an,
thdy consider that bistro more moll
mentons than that of mere acquies-
cence in a system that has come to
mean only rotation 10 office, are in-
volved in the present crisis. Some are
even inclined to crittetze the time-
honored warning of the Father of his
Country, contending that be was nee-
. temerity influenced by the spirit or
his limes, and more thin likely glad
to find an excuse for declining an of-
fice, which stibjected KIM to the trio-
.
dent abase'-of the anti-admhitstration-
lats. Seriously our dual form of gov-
ernment precludes the idei of a king Smith has no political ax to grind. It
Or fectator. - ;Is likely that he has no further pole
That Roosevelt himself does not ical klipirationa. He will not play poi-
Mil PADUCAH  viTSIT9
itles in oleos, for mere pohtlt:bs
foreign to hie training. That be 
vUCOMMERCE—PEACEpay most attestion to the adminiStre
Hon of public affairs In the light of
public business, is gttsranteed bY his
schooling in lknercanfl.a work. He
eoulttn•t, fcr the life ot him, regard
his duties from any other angle, than
$ trustee for his home people.
He made no promises, because he
was not office hungry, and the nomi-
nation came unsolicited, as far as he
was concerned, but his fighting qual-
ities are strong enough to make him
enter heart and soul into the contest,
once under way. He has no factional
breaches to heal by offers of patron-
age, and 20 polite-al enemtes to pro-
pelate with appointments.
The strike won't interfere with the
grapevine service.
Although the policemen were ex-
onerated of charges against them by
people with a grievance and nobody
thdIM guilty, the incident
should make policemen cautious In
accepting favors from persons, whom
It may be their duty at some future
time to arrest. That class, quick to
see an advantage and anticipating fu-
ture difficulties, are always willing to
put the police under obligation to
them. In such fashion are policemen
often led into actual wrong doing.
Guardians of the public peace-must
be even more ,circumspect in their
conduct than the ordinary citizen, and
yet, it is difficult to avoid friendly re-
lations with those with whom they
come in contact daily and who make
friendly advances The beat is lonely
and the neighbors can make an un-
popular o er's life exceedingly un-
pleasant f him. Altogether, it is
not so easy to be a policeman as it
looks, but there Is only one course to
pursue and that is 'fidelity to duty an''
an honest regard for what is right,
Probably John D. R,.ickefelier re-
fused to homes a draft for h:s brother
Frank.
The only people who are enjoying
the strike, are the messenger boys.
The Cumberland Telephone compa-
ny raised/0 night rates just in time
to profit by the telegraph strike.
is
JAMES P. SMITH.
The wisdom of all elements of the
Republican- party uniting on James
P. Smith as standard bearer this fall
4*- being demonetrated as the active
campaign approaches. His selection
was more of a ceirens' movement
than of a party nomination.
Factional -disagreements among
Democratic politicians, whose desires
begin and end with rhe spoils of of-
fice, manifested At the printery, and
the considerable majogity of votes
cast against the ticket named at the
primary, indicated the only course to
pursue. The small property owners,
whose interests are always vitally af-
fected by municipal policies, -called on
Republican leaders, and pledged sup-
port to a nominee, who could be re-
lied upon to follow out a conserva-
tive program.
When the "name of Mr. Smith was
mentioned, he grew rapidy_ la-favor.
and despite his studied declaration
that to accept the office would ameunt
to a sacrifice of business interests, he
was ctimpelied by sneer force of the
public will to take the nomination.
Mr. Smith is a native Paducahan.
All his life he has been identified
with the commercial interests of the
city. He is representative of the mer-
chant class, and the destinies of his
business are linked with the destinies
of every mercantlIdlhousiln the city,
big or little.
When Alderman ran Palmer, who
also has a large and influential fol-
lowing, named Mr. Smith for mayor,
and Mr. Smith was unanimously nom-
inated for the office, the office was
•seeking the man, tied the man in the
spirit of gond-citizenship, which rem
ore? be rommended In thishighglft
terms, bowed to the public will. Mr.
NOT HAGUE BRAND
Look § Like Winner of' the
World Nations•
France and (k-etnany Moth Are Us-
derialkiog Ambitious Water-
ways Project,
NOT l'NLIKE 01,/1 PROBI.F.NIS
Washington, Aug. 13.— Prosaic
commerce Is more likely to bring
MP'
DISTINGUISHED (.1•ESTS
ire Entertained by the President at
Oyster hey.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 1 3. President
Roosevelt entertained a number of
well known people from various sec-
tions of the country today. They
were Junius and Max Fleischman, of
Cincinnati, Timothy L. Woodruff,
chairman of the New York state Re-
publican committee; W. M. Barnes,
Jr., chairman of the New York state
Republican executive committee, and
Charles F. Brooker, national commit-
teeman from Connecticut.
The guests expressed many nega-
tives but gave no Met as to the chpr-
*titer of the discussion which fiad
been indulged in. Mr. Woodruff said
the luncheon party had been a very
pleasant affair and that most every-
thing except politics had been talked
about. He would not admit that af-
fairs in  ;new York had received fete
ded.dedelededendededide:eleleledeleeddiedsdetede
M
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 13.—Hon
Houston Brooks, Flaying Martin, of
Mayfield, and L. L. Hindman, of Wa-
ter Valley, were examined Monday at
MurraY for to "the bar, - -
At 6 o'clock Sunday afternoon at
the home of the bride, cast of the
city, Mr. L. L. Johnson was united in
marriage to pr.. Minnie West, widow
of the late :alter West. The cere-
-melte -wet performed—by-tire Rev. C.
A. Warterfleld. After the ceremony
the newly married couple came to the
city and took up their residence at
the handsome home of 'Mr. Johnson
on North Eighth street. Mrs. West
is a charming woman and of the best
people of the county. Mr. Johnson
Is one of Mayfleld's best citizens and
most progressive business men —
Mayfield Messenger.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
*very dose snakes you feelbetter. Lea•Fos
keep* year whole 4 wades right sold on the
noriey• beck plan reorrywnere. Price 50 mate.
WOM.AN SAVES TRAIN FROM
GOING THROUGH BRIDGE
Chicago, Ill., Aug, 13—The prompt
action of Mrs. M.nn:e Hartusheil, a
cook employed at a railroad construc-
tion camp at Hart Mo., prevented a
disaster to the east-bound Santa Fe
California limited early this morning.
according to passengers who arrived
here today. The train, running fifty
miles an hour, was flagged by the
woman a short distance from a bro-
ken bridge spanning a rav.ne. The
passengers, after viewing the bridge,
one of the abutments of which had
been washed away made up a purse
for the woman and drew up resolu-
tions to the president of the road,
asking for a proper reward for her.
teenalimeagleidnlesseerd\see
HESE are great
days for the
man looking for bar-
1
 gains. Our greati
Clearance Sales are
money makers f o r
you---make you 25c
on every dollar, and
1 it's 'poor judgment ifyou don't profit by
them.
One-fourth off on all
two and three piece
suits.
0 n e -fourth off on ;
straw hate.
One-fourth off on chil-
dren's suits.
Wash ties three for
50c.
Fancy sox
for 50c.
Isn't that
prograrn'?
three pairs
an attractive
English Dealer—Yes.eration in this country, and for which
t'nited States Agent—Will youthe American people, aroused by the
permit me to read the contract?national rivers and harbors congress,
have-been clamoring during the last
called peace congresses that may be
held at The Hague from now till
Gabriel's trumpet sounds. This is
the belief of those who have studied
the question. Their theory is based
on stronge grounds, but it is thor-
oughly plausible. It is simply that
the expenditures beteg made bi in
contemplation by the great nations of
the world for the advancement of
commerce are growing so enormous
that little, or nothing will be left
with which to wage wars •
Much of this expenditure is found
In the present world-wide policy of
waterway development. The United
States is pouring millions into the
Panama canal and is contemplating
an outlay of more millions in better-
ments -to its rivers and harbors at
home. Commerce demands it, and
commerce is a mistress that brooks
Tao refusal. The other commercial
nations also are busy along the same
lines, driven by the same necessity,'
and reports of gigantic undertakings
are becoming so frequent as to tool
sideration.
DOWN STANDARD
ONLY PURPOSE OF SMITH SAYS
OFF1141•3114 OF (N)MPA
Tart Retort Given Out By Oil Men To
Report of the Com-
missioner.
New York, Aug. 12.—The follow-
ing statement was given at the of-
fices of the Standard Oil company
here today.
—The only reply which the Stand-
ard Oil company would make to the
latest report of Herbert Knox Smith
was the following, which they ask the
public to consider as illustrative of
the method and spirit which have
casion but passing interest. dominated the commissioner's utter-
Two projects, however, were re- "ces:
ported this week that go to show how! ." 'An actual colloquy between a
:UImportant this form of work has be- nited States representative of the
come. One of these is in France,ibureau of corporations, and an Eng-
while Germany is about to undertake 
lem dealer in Russian one
the other. Moth correspond In greati 'United States Agent—You havehad contrast relation la Mae* past
1*****fe- **Mt * 
 number 
wsterwirlwith-the Standard Oil companydevelopment schemes under consid-
 w yenned'
The French project contemplates
the construction of a canal to con-
nect the valley of the Rhine with the
port of Marseilles. The work will
cost $15.2'40,0.00, and as the hills
separating the Rhone from the city
are too high to be surmounted by
locks, the Frei-via government will
tunnel through them. This tunnel,
measured by the amount of dirt ex-
cavated, will be the largest in the
world. It will be seven kilometers.
or 4 1-5 miles, In length and Is eex-
perted to cost nearly $7,000,000.
The German ,work is even more
gigantic. It contemplates a new ship
canal between Hamburg and Bremen
which will be seventy-five miles In
length. The waterway will mean an
immense saving of time in the pass-
age of ships between the two towns
The present route for yeesels in the
inter-cit, trade is down.the Elbe. via
Cuxhaven, into the North Sea, and
Ithen up the Weser to Bremen. orvice versa. Not only do this
i lengthy route eat up time, but it ex
poses river vessels to the dangers of
the open sea.
I The new waterway will directlyconeect the Elbe with. the river
t
Wumme, shill flows past Bremen.
sThe river Kate will be—one of the
slinks used. and It and the Wumme
will be deepened, a canal connecting
1
 
the two being dug so that it will pass
close to the towns of Tolstedt and
Holsburg.
This very projeet was first discuss-
ed seventy years ago and has come
up for discussion intermittently ever
since. Each time It was abandoned
because of lack Qt funds. The govern-
ment needed the money for the sup-
port of its army establishment, and
commerce had to accept the innvit-
able. Now commerce is of more im-
portance than the army, and the
works of peace of greater interest
thin preparations for war.
Thus it may be seen that commerce
Is the handmaiden of peace. To car-
ry out the metaphor, the national
rivers and .,harbors congress is the
discourager of armed camps through
its potverfud advocacy of waterway
development in this country. At
iniesent it is seeking to make its work
more -effective by increasing its mem-
bership, which is already large,
0Mwanetiy.,1)1(r)emi,egaKtegY.,inA°wug.englb°3.---mTh
tenth annual council of the Young
Men's Institute of the Ketitucky juris-
diction, which "Includes Tennessee.
1
will be held in this city commencing
Monday and continuing through
Tuesday. A special train chartered
by the three councils of Louisville
arrived in Owensboro at noon with
about 500 visitors and delegates.
The majority of this numher re-
turned to- Louisville tonight, -only
the tie:egaees remaining.
The 'tiering delegates were wel-
comed this morning • by Mayor
O'Bryan and Lavega Clemenrit. Thees 
delegates attunded a ball game this
afternon and tonight went to the
Chautauqua to hear a sacred concert.
A reception and ball will be given at
the Rim-id house on Monday night.
The busmess.sessions will he b.e41 111.
CrUTFITTErSiaiNAND BoASi the 8"1" Cmuleil "II. '13‘1""1"2
.dadDADWAY i are arriving on every I rersin add it
dfltiepteinctne4wielvi ebrye "rceoptirn,:csielnieltid..the jurls-i
415
)
ili-ddlime411-"wese011.41.11.41. The Evening Bee—ter. a week. In a novel.
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"4Y•OU ARE LUCKY"
If you don't have a rainy day. ickuess, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Ppen an secount with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent, on depofits.
Mechanics and
Farmers Saviigs Bank
211 Broadway
MAY RUN FOR CONGRESSMAN.
Yardentan May Race Against Spied
—Anutlier Rumor.
' 
Memphis. Tenn., Aug. 13.--1i is
reported here that Governor James
K. Vardaman, of Mississippi, who was
defeated by Congressman John Sharp
Williams for the nomination for Unit
ed States senator, may take up his
residence at Oxford and run for the
lower house of congress against Con-
gressman Thomas Speight.
Another rumor has It that Gover-
nor Vardaman will bide his time until
tour years hence and then enter the
race for the United States senate
against Senator McLaurin.
That the governor does not intend
to retire to private life Is evident by
several clauses of his statement, is-
sued after the official count had de
dried his defeat by Mr. Williams by
648 votes, for he says "the only life
worth living is a life of service, and
I to serve Mississippi and Mississippi-ans is my chief ambition:" and again •in thanking his frlehds for their sulk
jort -belays-, ":1 want _them tojeel is
o thatwe have not been defeated 1
but that the victory is only postponed
for a season."
It is believed that the governor
—English Dealer—I will not .and would be a formidable opponent for
ain_amaxed—Lhatpatt malce.00-11.1tre5amall-EPticht aboitld bedestee
such a request. ielectioto to congress,
"'United States Agent—My reason
for making the request Is that as a DIVORCE RECALLS A SHOOTING.
competitor of the Standard OH corn-I
pany I should think that you would ilemn %ild adilli'.,,tildedd Files Suit 4gaiast
he very glad to assist us in downing In Chicago Hotel.
them.'
Pelleviite, Aug. 13.—A sense-
logical deductions of all departments 
"The Inquiries, the reports and 11-
Donal shooting affray In a Chicago
ilof the government in this matter have 
hot l was recalled by the tiling here
!yesterday of a divorce suit againstbeen actuated by no other spirit than
to 'down the Standard.' What do the'Damon Padfield by his wife, Mrs. Eu-
American 
people think ot, it, not onle inice Padfield. Mrs. Ella Durpheje
afas • square deal proposition, but for who was the cause of the shooting
Its effect on American commerce. - 'Padfield in the Grand Pacific Hotel
by her husband, was named as one"The business of the Standard Oil
of 12 women with whom Padfield Iscenspany has been conducted Alwitya
with careful reference to the rightslasserted to have been o* too friend-
of the public and under the best pos-
sible legal advice in conformity with
our complex laws.
"At the proper time and place full 
id sip-ping diem-
to Mr. Smith's erroneous and illogIcaT 
and complete answers w.11 be made 
p 
ad eld and his wife 
pagne. He opened fire on Padfield.
statements." wounding him three times. None of
the wounds proved serious. Both men
and the woman were arrested, but
the case was later dropped because of
the absence of the principals. Padfield
is engaged in a patent medicine and
promoting business and is wealthy.
The other 11 women named by
Mrs. Padfield reside in St. Ciair coun-
ty. Mrs. Durphey lives in Chicago.
Mrs. Padfield is the daughter of a
former . mayor of Belleville. She has
not lived with her husband wince the
Chicago episode.
LAROR FEDERATION
Of Colorado Meets at Pueblo—Has
Grows in Membership.
Pueblo, Col., Aug. le.—Delegates
from all the principal dd.?* and
towns In Colorado assembled here
today on the otientne of the twelfth
annual convention of the Colorado
branch of the American' Federation
of the American Federation of Labor.
Sessions will continue through sev-
eral days. State President George
A. Hally, of Denver, presided, and ad-
dresses of welcome and responses oc-
cupied the *peeing hour. The ad-
dress of President Hally and the re-
ports of Secretary-Treasurer Fraek
J Pulver. and of tde standing com-
mittees were read it the business
session. These reports shoeed that
the Colorael•e-erganizatIon hes enjoy-
ed a very substantial growth', both In
affiliations rind membership in the
past twelve wontlis.
FATHER SCES SON FOR WAGES.
Bloomington Man Seek.; to Collect
fdr Six Years' Labor.
Bloomington, Ill.. Aug. 13.—Geo.
W. Anderson has commenced suit in
the circuit court against- his son.
George S. Anderson, for wages for
about six years, at $12 a week, ag-
gregating $4,0e0. During this period
the father has worked In the son's
tailor shop, the elder claims, under a
contract fixing his compensation St
$12 a week. But $200 has been paid
on the account.
Notice!
Bids will be receieed by thd board
of education on August 20, 1907, fer
heating one 8-room building com-
plete, and one 8-room budding, 4
rooms and 1 hall finished, plant to be
installed large enough to add to,
when ether rooms are finished.
Separate bids are asked on hot wa-
ter heat, and hot air and ventilation.
Contractors to furnish plane and
specifications for both systems, bids
to be sent to building committee,
Wm, Karnes, Chm., or .T. E. Potter, St. Petersburg, Aug. 13.—The usu-
Prete • al salutes were fired tqday and flags
Also; bids will he received on same wore displayed everywhere in ce10-
date for plumbing. on Jackson street Melt ien of, the „third birthday of- the
and McKinley buildings, Informationifitele Grand Duke Alexis, Only son of
, 
can be had by applYinq to C, .(1. kel-Ithe czar ,,and helf•-44, tbq -of,
ly, Chm -of committee. Despite widely circulated re
petits to the contrary the little grand
Any man can marry an heiress— duke Is a healthy lad and unusually
well developed for one of his years.
ly terms.
The shooting occurred on Februa-
ry 12, 19(15, when Dr. Durphey broki
into a room in the hotel and found
••••=.
PEORIA EX-OFFICIAIS SHORT.
Former Sheriff and Deputy Lack $11,-
000—County Clerk Keeps Fees.
Peoria, III., Aug. 13.--After an in-
vestigation by expert auditors lasting
three months former Sheriff Daniel
H. Potter ha, been found to be abort
in his accounts to the county $11,-
000. Potter and former Deputy Sher-
iff W. E. Peters are tow out on bail
and their CatP3 Is expected to come up
at the September term of court.
Former County Clerk Lucas Butts
will have to pay back to the county
several hundred dollars which the
attorney general has just decided he
had no right to retain. Butts when
In office held that fees for hunters
and fishermen's licensee belonged to
him and pocketed the money. •
BONDS TO BE ISSUED.
By Frisco System— Stockholders
Meet at New York.
New York, Aug. 13.— Stockholdefe
ot the Frisco system are to meet to-
day to ratify the propoied issue of
$115,000,000 15 and 20-year gold
bonds and an increase Of $100,000,-
000 in col:eaten stock. The larger part
of the issurlit to be used for refund-
ing purposes and only $10,000,000
of the bonds is to be issued kt the
next two years .(or other purposes. It
is stated that no part of the new
stosk will be Domed until its authori-
zation has been asked to coMply with
the Missouri laws.
Csarwitch Three, Yeans Old.
WIFE RESTORED
GETS FIRST PLACE IN THEI I \ -
ERAL PROCESSION.
Mike McDonald'A Divorced Nolo se
'(lets Nett To Hearse—Other
One Faint.
Chicago, Aug. 13.—The under-
world burled an abdicated king here
----Mike McDonald, the gambler
king. Behind the coffin, smothered
with coati) flowers, there Came a wo-
Man.
Silently she followed the remains
of the dead' king. Once she had been
his wife. Once she had been the queen
of his kiagdom. Then there had
come the bar sinister of divorce. She
had been displaced. He had married
another woman, she who later took a
man et- *fee- -- • --
Today when the remains had been
prepared for burial there came to the
borne of Edward S. McDonald, a
brother, both women, the wife an.i
the other woman; the wife was in
13_11K1s, !Tilt Canst entleti by_ a .narse.
The other woman cams with her son.
As the procession started from the
house to the church, the carriage con-
taining the mite suddenly wheeled In
the' direction opposite to that taker,
by the proceeslon and rattled away, a
despairing woman's shriek punctuit-,
log the rattle of the wheels.
Then it was that the other woman
again collie into her own, took her
place at the hi-ad of the mourners,aud
h g
::e4.d.ebthuediprooes.,:on to the church,
where t e rest God of all was about
to be besought to take Mike McDon-
ald in the great beyond even as a lit-
,
The woman who accompanied the
body to its last...resting place was
Mary Ellen McDonald, first and di-
vorced wife of the dead former poli-
tician and kleg of gambler!,
Mrs. Dora McDonald, the 1-oung
widow, and second wife, now under
indictment for the murder of Artist
Webster Guerin, fainted as her car-
riage neared the churc.h of Our Lady
of Sorrows and was driven rapidly
from the scene of the last rites.
A broken heart sent by tne young
widow as a floral tribute attested the
grief of the stricken woman.
Among the prominent pall-bearers
werei William A. Pinkerton, George
M. Shippy, chief of Chicago police,
Parson (Charles) Davies, Pat Sheedy,
if New York, members of the (diok
county Democracy; Judge John Gib-
bons and A. S. Trude.
Brutal Assailant at Petottkey.
Petoske)', Mich., Aug. 13.—This
town is greatly excited over two as-
saults that have been committed
within a few hours. The decapitated
body of an unknown negro was
found on the railroad tracks early
today and there were evidences that
the woman had ben assaulted. It is
believed that her body was placed On
the track to cover up the previous
crime.
A man with a revolver entered the
house of Fred Mittenberg during the
night and chloroformed Mrs. Mitten-
berg and assaulted her. The woman
was found by her husband, a bar-
tender from Chattanooga, who came
hero to work for the summer.
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
Is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal Ill,
fleas.
Good health ikisured however it /
you heed natnre's 4-gentle warnings, 4
and are in any measure diecreet.
The usual summer disorders—ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, condltIons.biliousness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
chronic Or acute headaches Yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have no
attending Ill effects. Usually you are
as ill from the customary medical
prescriptions as from the iliness, but.
In Osteopathy you experience none of
this. Let me tell you at any time of
the great succeeds I am taring with
the treatment In Paduoah. I shall re.
ter You dreeponele you knote well for'
the evidence,. and who will tell 3uu
lust what it. hasp d.718for ritothem4.R . 00i.
516 Broadway, Cpsta.irs• Phone 1406
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.oulst e. after rtstt
to Mr. and Mrs. William Porter, of
La Center.
Mr. A. J. Decker and Miss Helen
a pleasure party. His family will re- afternoon held ronaty court but didDecker left this, afternoon for a fewChicago, Aug. 13.- William D.
Haywood, the 'Western Federation of days' visit to St. Louis. 
Imain for two weeks longer, and visit nothing of Importance. Regular set.
Miners' leader, recently acquitted of Miss Myrne Decker left this aftes-' 
Mrs. ilightowers father.
Mr. E. L.-Travis, of-Ifatifitx,••N. C., 
it:iegment_ersappwervire"mmead:tit%f_nd the record-
the chargecharge of murdering Governor 11°"' f0 vimt relatives lie Battie was In the city today on a businees dere4.
•
Steunenbers of Idaho, showed up' at Creek, Mich.. and Columbus, O.
Chicago today. He visited the Chi- Mr, Will Crow and wife and child tri-P•
arrived this morning on-a visit to -el- 
a0p.prRinuttelodlpght.iarpaulabillicforguratrmelimants,
Miss Marne Browne is spending the wail's.cago Press Cad) rooms and tried to
summer with Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Frey, a minor,atives. They are now residing In leermake a speech, MA met with a eolii
Hargrove, at "We ite itackTs sin thetweeting. Hie presence c sine ne Angeles
Plink eve road. •hreakiug the club, as many me.m- rewt lien Rodgers and Mr.
Mists Birdie Hawkins 920 Clay 
Pretest Wtvelt On 1. C.
bers openly expressed thenmentes as Harry Cul:mann*. of Memphis, Tenn..
and relatives at Hopkiusville and E. C. Dalton to Rosa Tyan. Jibe Sun rementlsen th
le r,i h -Hash.
,ali much item. are ti' be paid for
when the tel is inserted, the rule ap-
County Court. •
Judge it. T Lightfoot yest•rday 
plying 44' "erY "fle t eleeP"
1
being unwilling to associate with him who arcompented the body of Mr. 
street, ann gene to D'enthttrg• TP".. of a siding at Cvneyrille 611 the
Three loaded freight ears ran out
for a visit to re:ativea.or have him about the club building. John Kelty, who was killed at Forrest Louisville district of the 1111noie Cen-
.••••••
ROUT G1MBLERS GET RIG FINE.
olenoteoe-Aeora-nues-
Mr. J.' Hightower, 927 Trimble
street, returned today from Obion
county, Tenn.. where he has been on
WANT ADS.
Springs to spend several days.Mrs. Rudolph Kittenger.
Mr. Emery Rudolph. of Lone 
VS'bile uo deaths or injuries are
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Staten
Oak, visited friends and relatives at 
ported, the wreck Is_ reportel to
of 4-09 Fountain avenue, a girl,
morrow for Dawson and Kuttawa for 
have been damaging to roiling sirens.
Miss Elite Hildreth will leave to-
Mrs. Bart McGregor-, who' has 
IT. he ears struck 
extra freight train.Sharp today.
been ill in the city, returned to her a month's visit. 
Nile 849. but fortunately did not over-
bottle In Little Cypress today. 
turn the big enginceThec‘trew jumped
efr. J. F. Adams, of West Virginia, 
when the collision was seen to be tn-
la visiting relatives at Little Cypress 
evitabire Meager details were reeeiv-
Miss Ella Langston. of Lone Oak,'
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h ed here.. --visited friends and relatives at Sharp
happened yeate:day three miles south
ton, and Levinson must pay 4200 or tod •. of Milan between two farmers; A:-Mrs. dart' Ferguson and Miss Lin 
Mayor Sniser today received a tele-
Ilan Fergueatt, of La Center, visited 
or- gram 
front Commender Winterhalter,go to the workhouse for tour months. bert Schulz and Louis Oliver, the f
I)an 
Mra, F L. Harper, of Keyil, today. 
stating that he had turned over to T.,mer is today king at the point of
c a ge '
• 
;death with several knife wounds, in-'1. Griffin, the new 
command of the
New York, Aug. 13--Mrs. Esther 
Milts Lillian Ferguson - will arrive ie 
Meted upon h:rn by Oliver about the
Paducah this evening to visit friends 
abdomen. 
gurrimat Pailtieah, all the memnetos
Davis, an inmate of the Home of the
Miss Maud Luggenbuhl, of Louis- 
lot the 1mi:wiring of the boat, and
Daughters of Jacob in this city, was
villa, is visiting Mrs. W. F. Purdy, 
Bad blood has existed between the!thankIng the mayor tor interest in
112 years old Sunday, and the day, two men for some time • past, and the craft,
Two Chicagoans .May ̀ Go To Milwau
kee Workhowee Unless They Pay,
Milwaukee, Aug 13.--Ralph Flar
tow and Ralph IlAsveason, Chicago
gamblers who were arrested for run-
ning games of chance on the Barry
liner Wisconsin. August 4, have been
assessed heavy fines. Flatow was sen-
tenced to pay a fine of $400 or serve
nine months on the house of correc-
duly celebrated in the home. Mrs.
Davis, to show that she was still
spry, danced a few stops for the
guests.
Unitl a year or two ago Mrs. Da-
vis made her own living by selling
candles In the Ghetto.
Carpenters' Strike
is to be Settled
All friends of organized labor can
help settle our strike by having their
work done by Union Carpenters. Ring
up new Phone 1073 and get. union
men. Don't encourage strike break-
ere.
.1. C. REAVIS,
GEORGE WATTS. -
JOE AiRTS, Committee.
- -
of Kevil:
Mrs, Ben Dance is 'mite Ill of te-
phoid fever at her home in Wood-
ville,
Mrs. Ella Burnely. of Keel!, is ill
at her home of fever.
Mr. W. S. Jackson, of Union City,
Mr. Sam Cohen 1521 South
street. returned this morning
Union City Tenn.
Miss Pearl Thomas. of MaYtield,
arrived today to visit Miss isetha Fur-
year, 806 laroadway,
Mr. Fred Schumacher, who has
been visiting Mr. and Mr. d, NV. Rod-
- - -
SERIOUS CUITING AFF till
when they met yesterday at a neigh-
bor's house-namely Sam Wheeler--
they again renewed their trouble.
He Lou 81100,
Awakening from a sound elumber,
N. W. Blackwood. of Parts, TeSn.,
was in the city today on a business discovered that he was just $100  -.
trip. short, and made hasty tracks to pe- sennennee""wewsn'sn'en."•""wees'e^n".,
Mrs. H. P. Sight,' is reported no dece headquarters to report the mat- t,
better today, and De. Sights neft_eor iter, near noon teday. He remembers
Henderson' this morning to be.with,betnit out on Jeckeon street.. He met 4,
,his wife. Mrs. Sights was improving a young man whom he says is above
from her illness but suffered a re- isuspicion who plisted him to a lecal '
lapse. ihotel. He came to himself this morn
Mrs. M. E. Gilbert is iln'today ak'ing and found Iris finances sadly re- ;
her home on Salem avenue. , dueed. ,
Sixth
from
Paducah (Mantes, Commanders'.
THE PROFESSOR AND THE WATERMARK.
tr
• pleasant, at It. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
_Have The Sun mailed to you or
, TUESDAY, AUGUST 13.
91dilips 4Co.
 amprarer.vdmommoutaues
6tqles
Can be seen now in our
Juit Je:tion
esberp": PADUCAH EVPNIN'a
If you are going away or for any cause need a
new suit, let us show you our latest arrivals.
5Yew ideas
Zap, 'Combs, 5 Ceci,wear
txrhetilre-44408.
LOCAL NEWS*
MODERN WOODMEN
Advert ising River Towns for Rep.
tember 12.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
71.4010004. -40
1 .411•01‘04404‘400a•420740i 400.
!..1',A.: M1100 ifi'll 11C Ii 1.• a - :1, rel
pher in Referee in Bankreptey PI. W.
Miss Thereat' Kirchotf, stenogra- IN THE COURTS t S
two weeks with him.
Bagby's office, is ill of typhoid fever, oneerieesn" orseleeireareeirio+etset
Miss Mary Settle, of Calhoun, re-▪'-
Charity DepartMent electing. turned today after visiting her In Polite Court. I
man's club will meet at the club to-
The charity department of the Woi brother, Mr. J. E. Settle.
Mrs. Ed West and son, and Min ip pollee court for being drulik, and
Bud Dunn was tined tee and eost,
morrow morning at I'd o'BIock. It Ida Rose. 1203 Trimnle street, re- judgment was suspended on condi-
turned today from Creel Springs.
season, and business of importance Mr. John Smith, clerk at the Eddy- 
htleonisthaarrt:slitoedreamndainpisoovbeenr.guIniltyevenoiwit be the first meeting of the fall
will be transacted. ' ville prison, Is In the city today on
business. • enforced,
drunkenness again, the fine will be
Mrs. S. D. 1,Vhitmer, elle of the Will Harris, colored, charged e
well known Illinois Central inachin- obtaining a coat and pistol 1,
is visiting the family of Mr. D. James Rickman's saloon on Southmorning on the steanter Clyde from let,
the round trip upeee Tennessee river: W. flish at Owensboro, Third street by false pretenses, was
Misers Garnett Duckuer, Helen Hills Miss Winifred Cline, formerly of greeted a continuance.
Paducah, but now of Naeliville, Tenn Other cases: Blank Brockman,
who Is preciariously III of typhoid Frank Chapman. latter colored, drun-
fever, is reported better.  kermess, $1 and costs: J. W. Bartlett,
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Coburn and drunkenness, dismissed; P:att Sneed.
daughter Gladys, of 14-lip Broadway, colored, breach of peace, continued:
IWO
41-rir
Party Returns.
The followin goarty returned this
elma Kopf, Lillian Hobson, Grace
Rosebud Hobson, Gene Morris
snd Messrs. Charles Rieke, Clifford
tortes, Henry Kopf, John Orme, Freu
Mesdantes Jetta Hobson and
party. .
"161: returue4 te h.s hunts,
„tree hew,. rat or ni.4 front IL t rip 
Dance at Park.
Friday night at the Wallace park
pavilicnt a dance will be given in
honor of miss Lillian Ferguson, of Conner's mother, Mrs. Michael Kett
ba Center, who is visiting in the city ler, 220 Farley place. e
and Messrs. Carl befell anti Henry Mr. and Mrs. G.. A. lateen of Clito
Eckstein, of Citinago. Matters. Zech ton, are alsiting the fieruer's brother.
Hays and Toni Coburn have super_ Mr. Charles Lock.
eir. Sid Gilbert. Miss Lena Saffronvision of the deuce and the list is
4le 
Railroads and eteambonts will have
excursion rate* in effect for the ins on at the Palmer House cigar stand. and Nina Chenneworth are spending
-For Dr. Peadley ring 416. terstate meeting of the Modern Wood- the day in Louisville.
Mr. Roy AR-Kinney returned today ' Mr: Brack Owen web( to Hamby-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464: men of America, September 12. Mr.
from Hickman after a visit. Station this morning on business,office 175. Jacob Pollock received a letter from
Mr.. Thomas Jones, 1335 Kentucky Captain J, H. Garrison, the well-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% the Illinois Central railrbad this
Broadway. Phone 196. . morning stating one and one-third avenue, returned today trent Union known lumber man, went to Elva
-Fine carnations at 50e per dos- fare would be given all over Kentucky City, Tenn. He was accompanied by this morning on business. 
/
Miss Katherine Wynn Is visitingin at Brunaon's, 529 Broadway. to this city from September 11, and little Mies Marie Jones, who will visit
--City subset-Mere to the Pa117---good to return until September IA. _ tier gruneintothet Mrs. W. H. Lovee her grandmothers Mrs. linteen of
Run who wish the delivery of their Golconda was thoroughly adyer- lace. 1016 Harrison street. -Thirty-sixth street. Cairo, Ill. 
Deethe Filen.
papers stopped must notify our col- Heed Sunday. and all packets run- Miss Milo Arnold, 512 South Sixth! Mies Fannie Lou Todd, of -Cis 
Mike !merrier to Mary Tapscott.
lee-tors or make the requests direct fling out of the city are well specked street, accompanied by li
ttle mist, eon, is the guest of Miss Vera Davis.;$Prsoopoe.rly 
al S;xth and Broad strerte,
le Th,.., Sun office. No attention will with posters advertising the meeting Carold Arnold, of Memphis, and little 
1102 )4onroe street,
given Saturday Mr. Pollock and assistants Miss Leah Garritson, reterned today 
Mr. A. D. Moore, atornev of Prince- 
E .D Thurman to F. 11. McClear-
be paid to such orders when 
to carriers. Sun Pubitshing Co. will go to Brockport and southern rum' Men'Ph 1.4• 
ton, was in the city today en route 
viii).propetty its the Thurman addition,
--We give you better carriage and editor of the home from HiekanareIllinois, and give that section a thor- Air. R. L. Finley,
()ugh advertising. Cairo Lalsor Journal, was in the city' 
E D Thurman to J. F Fitzgerald,
better service for the money than lin Ernest Itehkopf, of South
is given by any transfer company in j Fourth street, has recovered from his $20.
property in the Thurman addition,
The following board of directors today en . route froth Mayfield to
Ao.artea. Fine carriages for special 'has been appointed he Mr. Poll k, Cairo. 
!recent illness and left this morning
they will meet evers Wednesday 
I.. P. Holland to .1. V Haden, prop-
occasions on short notice; /Geo ens- andM Robert Happy, of Mayfield, was for Central City to work.
The Rev. Gooree Cates left this ter, Miss Carrie, of _Leine:title, reel
Mrs. (e T. Trucheart and daugh-'"" 
In the Holland and Getiesbant
g:'-ut-Kelyktri lirr4O tit $ 
-evening at the Trueheart building: In the city today on a business trip.'
Palmer•  Transfer Co
_ V 
antodivistion, $°-0-0. -
.23' 
Some-
I.. W. liennebergem. A. J. Bamberg
__James _besh*, ej:,..w _c okeiten.i. ,‘t ft rmorzasa far liallpert. Iii.w. where 
L4rtie_d _19 !hi_1_,: hollie !..1•111s a_it.,,r a426.0*c_iii W. B.properSmith,,,fais,pdit Feuitezatioy.iis.c44,411thing new In the line and all twee-
lakes. continued; Fred Clark, 11 and costs
Mrs. George Ingram-, 137 Farley and Ed Harris $10 and costs for
place, is ill at her home, breach of peace; G. E. Tfekling, $5
Mr. and Mrs. George Conner,, of and costs and Kate Hite, dt/Iplissed,
Tiptonville, Tenn., are visiting Mrs. for breach of peace; Fred a ins.
colored', petty larceny, continued:
Robert Boswell, breach of ordinance,
continued.
Not Insane.
Gena Alston, retired was tried for
lunacy this morning before County
Judge It. T. Lightfoot, but the jury
disagreed. She is not alleged to be vI-
o:ently insane, and two jurors were
for acquittal and 10' for lunacy. She
persists in tearing off her cnothes.and
stated on the witness stand that she
did it simply to spite herself
-"'rTrt.-- inne ko4akint "•Tagnon, Mae:nig imonnsela Te-g: roi.d- tete- wine-begin it big- ',evilest 
neeme01$ 40 40014400,0_4(400,. #0104,1  0,41 _s_r:17. Tn._ urn_ orerhs _ icrertatt _nrriete
Miss Virginia Hudson. of Melber, Kentucky avenue.
left tolay fur Louisville, to visit Mrs. T. H. Bridges and son, Wayne:pieces of 
property in the Thurman
freinds for two weeks. Paul. 401 Fountain avenue, 
left to- addition, $30s) each.
-r-r-r-r-1-1-r-rdia4
day for a three weeks' visit to friendsMrs. J. D. Padyett and son, Elmo,
were in the city today en route to 
Marriage Licentoes. Sunset-firers inserting want A415 111
Dr. W. H. Washburn and A. Milgurn
Reports VII be heard and the work
pushed until the meeting.
Any _of your  f eends_gelug. AWAY rntri 
HITWOOD STARTS ROW.
the summer. The address will be , •
changed an o:tin as desired, aud the ...rag° Pleas (lab Will Not Ite-
rate Is only 23c a month 
mire Federation Man..
..11111011111~inaliv
,larallft• .5 
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
60011 and CHEAP
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Illompurated.
-For the beet and cheapest livery
rigs. ring 100, either phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
-eHotel Belvedere Cafe, Joke
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs, and all the seaseenable delica-
--Gasoline boats for outing par-
tles and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.,
- -A box tar Oiled with lemons
eeide-tranked at the Exalt & compa-
ny's commission house, 218 South
Second street, was broken into but
nothing was taken. The thieves are
ellOnosed to hesee been searching for
merchandise.
-Place your orders ror weddillt
iniltetions at home. The Sun Is
showing' as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Charles 13omar,esecolored, . 23
yeare old, died at 517 North Ninth
street yesterday of fever and wilt be
buried thiis afternoon in Oak Grove
cemetery,
Judge Moss Dies.
Judge N. B. Moss, of Clinton, mid
Saturday 'at battle Creek, Michigan.
where be had been for his health. He
was probably the beet known man in
_ western Kentucky and wasan able
jurist. He was circuit judge in this
district for four years. He has a
number of relatives in Grases county,
among them being two sisters of May-
field, Mrs. Tennie Bolinger and Mrs.
Zoo Browning, and a niece of Mrs
Alf Brown. of _Mayfield. The Cause
of Judge Moss' death was appendi-
citis. The burial took place Simcia%
' Work on Tannery Started 4 1
Work was started on the new tan-
nery in Mechanicsburg yesterday by
the contractor, Gus Lock-wood. Some
delay may be encountered In secur-
leg necessary long timbers. The
«intractor went to the mills in the
tity yetsterdays but was unable to find
any, and if the local mills find they
are unable to get the timbers, an or-
der will have to be sent south, and a
long delay will be occasioned. how-
e-ver, the contractor is trying to
hatelt completed in two months.
I. C. Picnic Plans.
This afternoon it was stated by the
committee on arrangements of the
Central piemic that -so im-
proper characters, will be permitted
.on the grounds. 'There are many_whn
Intended to go up on the accommoda-
• tion passenger train at 7:45 and also
on the noon fast passenger train, but
excursion tickets will not be good on
teese regular Mins." ft -Is stated that
six Paducah polittenme will go to the
grounds, The baggage car is the prop-
r place for lunches to go.
Card of Thanks.
Mrs. Bello Mitchell and family
wish to extend thanks to their friends
In the efty and in•MtilIngton, Tenn.,
and especially to these friends on
Brandewlne Island, for their. amity
Itindtlessee to her and jter 'none dim-
thge /tin 8 1(enr tittet -de Nth Ott. 'Britt tir-
o:no kited, Ark..
- -
Mr. -Louis gaol:fie left today for
Oweashoo.fOr a week's visit.
•
Change of Patrolmen, .
Patrolmen Aaron Hurley and Hen-
ry Singery were this niorning trans-
ferred from the depot to the Broad-
way beat, and Patrolmen Lige Clews
and William Johnson ft•orn Braid-
way to the depot beat.
Notice.
Evergreen Grove No. 13 will have
no meeting Wedn -edits- afternoon on
account of the railroad picnic.
MARY WI:40SG. G. P. T.
leEONA__BALL, Clerk.
PLANS NIONFNIENT TO CHICKEN.
Bloomington, Ill., Aug. 13.-A ,
monument is ptanned for a chicken
belonging to O. L. McCord of Vermil-
ion county. It -was claimed to be the
champion of champions, having won
first prize at eight sureeseive state
fairs and also -at the Pan-American
exposition. ,The fowl was valued at
a high figure and was coneidered to
be one of the fittest, blooded chickens
In the country,
Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Padneati, Ky.
Sept, 2Ith, WSW, 25th and
27th
$6,000 l'urws and Premiums.
Fast footing will bring
you here in time to win the
prire in our shoe bargains.
One-Fourth Off on
all $5 and $6 oxfords and
shoes.
One-Fourth Off on
all canvas oxfords and
One-Fourth Off OD
All 12.50 and 14 button ox-
fords, to; cash on14-4,.,
An. ,
en• enefees.
erA„, r
\"7:>• 409 - 415111114illetillif
o
MITCHELLS for lance-greets bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's
retaturant.
I 
FOR heatIte and storewoog ring
eon.
ANYTHING tu the short order line
437 F. Levin.
-
renk 'Seder-
CLEANING haw premese neatly
done. Jetties Duffy. Phone 462-a.
- - -- 
FOR SALE or rent, new Reming-
ton Ts1)44r1i.er. C. lineyds -i-te Faoloy
11.1211111L--
-WANTED-- First-class driving
horse for a lady. Address 1714 Mad-
ison street.
WiLLIAMS :i-ND PEAL have fine
lot olnew rot kers, matting and lino-
. Conn, quick,
2U5 South Third street. -
FOR SALB--Imported Hartz
mountain canaries (Guaranteed sings
ens), pair, three fifty. Harry Sum-
merville, Phone, fifty.
FOR Ssti:It CHEAP --New three
room hot tlin six blocks east of Union
station. Owner leaving city for
health. Ames' L. C, Miller, tare .1
T. Langley,
WANITED -- A first-class cook,
fitted wages paid to a eompt-tent wo-
man. Apo:y at 011ef. Frank Rieke,
letie and Kentatsky &yeast«. photos
1 5 a5. •
 re 
phone 
Mr. Albert Hawkins, 930 ClayW TED TO SELL nii•ICK -
homc after a short visit to Mr. and 
tra' tine morning about 4 o'clock and. City, Ark., to this eity, have returnee Page'sstreet, left this morning for Dixon 
restaurant. 
Three hundred thousand good cednrblocked traffic for. several hours. --keit EARLY bretektast wood, old shingles at $1.ao per thousand.
2361. Fooks-Acree Lumber Co.. Tenth ,and
ApWplyANtoTECD-. icHaalnatickto, 
phone 
in.:41.aolry,I MoFnoroue.
_ RE--' OR SALE-Eleven
FOR DRY WOOD. old phone trrenein hcoluasrek oanndSoAu.tahlihSenteitthonstreNetewbitey
2361. . •
COOK WANTED-327 peeiii painted and la good condition. Apply
,to H. A. Fetter.Fourth, Chris Lichee _ _
FOR it ENT -Apartment in 603
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh.
FOR SALE-Good pony horse. Ap-
ply 1032 North Twelfth toteet.
SPECIAL at Eyers' Gallery this
week, 4 Cabinet Photos, 5-0c, Ill 1-1
South Third street.
tt eNTielle -Small nee tent, flx6 or
Cele; heavy duck; must be In good
condition. Address S, care Sun.
FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
W. D. BROWN Concrete ('etree-
tor. Osnamental and waterproof
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call 111%.
South Third street.
-TVANTED--To buy feather bed
and feather pillows Address 433
'Clark. Old phone 317.
FOR RENT-Cottage Third and
Tennessee. Apply to H. A. Fetter.
PhoneN15.
-MUST SEIsn fit once, Household
furniture and carpets. Apply 326 N.
„with street.
FOR HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith;
New Phone 763.
FOR SALE--30 acres of flue land
near Eden's Hill. Address N, care
Sun. •
FOUR 2 room box houses for sale
Saute to be moved off lot. Apply to
'Mrs. M. Kahn,
IfENRY GREIF, horst sheer, 30-9
-Sou-th Fourth street. Horses called
for and delivered. elanatisfattion guar-
anteed. Old phone 7•84-R
eLOTIIES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed, Solomen, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
I FOR SALE--- Eight good work
;mules, four wagons and harness. Ap-
;ply to Gip 'Husbands, on farm south
of Paducah.
..itili1N-114.1YING HARNESS, Sad-
dles cm: repair at the Paducah Harness
and Saddle 'Co., you are getting ty
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
WANTED- --To buy a entail Place
close to city suitable for poultry and
'garden. oaiddress W. N. PaYnee gelle
elestereean IladeuselmesEy nee.
FOR RENT-The mast convenient'
end desirable fiat in Paducah, Apart
ment No. 4. Sans Sour! Building. Ap-
ply. to M, B. Nash or W. E. Cochran
-WILLIAMS & IVERLETT Is tre
i name of a new mocery just establish-
ed today at 1249 South Sixth street.
, pArritehtuors.Williarns, formerly of Karnlee
fetes. and Joe Iveriett are tte pro.
"WANTED-People to make $10.011
,a week addressing postal cards,
spare time. Send twenteeevmenenest
I for instructiens. Address 114elei
Specialty ̀ rd., 21.5 West alichigar
street, Indianapolis, Ind.
WANTED--For U. S. army: Able--
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35; citinens of the United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read'
and write English. Men wanted now
for service In Cuba. For ,nformatioe
apply to Recruting Offieer, New Rich -
need House. PadticiaT-Ky.
.1.tC011 H.%1IIIIS
-once Millionaire Tobacco-eletvwer Ex-
pire% at Kansas
Kansas city. Aug. 13.---Jacob R.
-Harris, once g millionaire tobaeco
grower of Kentucky, who lost mosa .
of his fortune In ehe great Chicago
fire of 1(71, died today at a local
hospital, aged 80, He was on his way
to Wichita to visit a deughter. He
was well known in St. 1,00tlis.
%Homey...General to Meet.
s t. -Louts, eine Aug 13.--A eon-
vent Ion of attorney- general of all the
states In the United States will be
called to time' in St. Louts Tuesday
and _Wednesday. October 1 arid to
perfect an orgeliWiTion Ionians to Rio
pie.servation-of_ state rights and to
-.take concerted action In prottecutions.
Legal proceedings in the two-cent
passenger fare matter 8.140 will be
discueed with a view to united action
en prosecutions
Card of Thank..
In loving memory of our, grand-
mother. Catherine litteesig, who
Passed away. August 13, 1906. Gone
but not forgotten. Her grandsons,
FRED A. HAESSIO.
CARL' H. HAESSIG,
13 IV; MILTON BOAPD
Offiee,Cobiniere efeinding.
iterhir" -
rilones-Remitletwi., Palmer Illoule
(Mice. Both phones 17.
Rourk......10 140 12; 4:30 to 11:30; 1' is
*; Sunday, 10 to 12.
is
PAGte NIT '
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Joh Rooms
Nat 3biell
Does all kinds of printing
01N.
We have the men who know
bow to do your work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with : ou the
next time you need au% pt
tug—probably we cau save
you some money. We !mow
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
TYPOS UNION knitle iii Dojue that he bectoue le-.. .,, vice.
time. and always Maimed to be feeleag 4. In Paris there are four important
!sometime eveu though he did not think aeronautical sueleties or ballooning
he would lire through the Day. clubs, and five :huller organisations
CONGRATULATED 111" P1:1 IDENTI 234e 
had some
_ 
.
up with a rtLi.i, I
hila itt..g. ir Tea
si;ale, I H
pari.ioil In+
Oinon Patilleee,
with all die cov
hituatiou in Fight ft• Eight Hour
lAn% Ay% iewed By Dele-
--gistrwr
Hot Springs. Ark., Aug. 13.-e
When the fifty-third convention of
the I nternatienal Typographical
Union of Nurlb American began here
more than 1,500 delegatee from all
parts of the United States and Cana
da filled the large assetnbly room of
the Eastman hotel when the (einem',
lion was :caned to order this morning.
The convention ;iris opened at 9
o'clock by Chairman Miller, of the
-Weal esommittee, and Mayor M. E.
Judd delivered the address of wel-
come.
President James M. I.% much, in his
amoral address reviewed the eneire
international field, saying the mete-
berme, had good reason tor congrat-
ulation. The new year opened well
and every effort would be made to
avold eonfliets, and at the same time
conserve the Interestsof unions;
Referring to the recent sueeeseful
struggle for an eight-hour workday.
President" Lynch said the strike roll
had been reduced to comparatively
inconsequential proportions in all ex-
cept a few cities.
The report of J. M. Bramwood, sec-
retary treasurer, showed that there
was received during the year ending
May 31, 1907, $1,71.04.950. and that
there was expended $1,642.441. Ow-
ing tat-the long fight for the eight-
hour day there was a slight falling
off in the membership during [h' year
At present the international organiz-
ation embraces 573 _local unions.
with .a total membership of 42.3a7
This iss decrease of 2.(123 member?
RS compared With the figuren of tin-
preceding year.
GEN. PDX 111T ATT.WKED.
IVorkmais spit. in Face of the French
War Minister.
Rocheferte, Franen, Aug. 1
Oen. Plequart. minister of war, was
Insulted and afterward assaulted in
the railroad station here this evening
when returning from the dedication
of a monument to Eduardo Grimm*
who was prominent in seeuring
revision of the sentence of Captain
Drey fus.
A workman suddenly emerged from
the. croWd that was applauding Gen.
Plequart and spat in his face nett at
the same time violently seized him
by the arrn atrd cried:
"It is you, then, Pe:quart. Long
live the Marecital----"
The Triumph of a new Idea,
It hill.; beer. a subject of comment
that the usual features of the Sunday
  newspapers showed too little variety.
recent departure in Sunday Jour- Again, it is to-be remarked that
A. (ERTAlli sAFE ',T,',1;s:ahnat; met with 141-- the really sloifleant figures are theeo margins bf the respective prices
lustrated weekties and monthlies no atove rest. deduction of thelonger have a' monopoly of, the pert-'
odieal field.
Conanalloyle received $25.000 for
the American serial rights of his lest
story, the haghest price ever paid or
eimll ' AnthonyK y . c can only cover up the sytnpfoffig aetlnIe Mast the disease in 
ar rights.. _  Hope, Jack
awful. Thin:es, ribbed
lieeit-U3.11... ellimeele
eal. She would gire
Jr...1 a Lump of Sugar
me. Then she would
enti haed him a few
arel pet him to Bed
er4 over him and let
hen tie there ane 7.0.t.le.. •
Salt.ethae.1 site aloe' t drove him' to
Ineek. but he Intl net .!:re to drink
v,•ry much tor leer tie t ehe Ward I give
Koine t ciet cute el 1-is Coffee titat
thereby tr,i• i ini of a Thirst which be
prizat v••ry
The el 'nate ‘raa a firers Reliever in nil
that. FL:HAI weu that run in
the me:elite 1I11::1711,
HOW I.) Beautify the Home without
epentlitat n CI lit.
How te live on 78 Cents a Week.
How to beeonte a Lady Sandew by
exercising 3 NIiiiiitca every Tony.
Hail geat, or elm' she had a Hot Prater
and was burning a High-Art Deeige
on a Wooden Platter. Net (one of the
Fads got past Experimental Lizzie.
She took a Fail mint of.evew One.
Sometimes when Arthtir would come
down to Breakfast. ready to punish n
few Links of Fartnenansaire. be would
find in front of him a Bowl full at
what looked a good deal like Asbestos
Peeking.
"is it to efttr be «gkel, backing off.
"The snreet •thing yen know," was
the Reply.
ea"
H ow to tin • $2.000 Moro:ate. on at.11t 19"Ye*.
Site ry .of 910 per Week. When 
fferhotrt was +I years of As.
Usually, when he ewe flame the Sclettitic Mother had 
him read
found her draping. an oh! Mother Hat. ing 
Bliss Carmen. Father tried to eta)
bard over a Shoe-Box ea as to mate a him 
Mother (eve on the quiet. but
was headed off.
Still. Arthur was not digoonraged.
"There Is always one Ffope for the
Boy tvlio is brought up tenording to
Leneme Rules." said the Father. "Wait
until he gets Into the Public School.
lad he "vill get vise to a Few Things
Awl probably Meth n few unexpected
ieveloptuents on Mother Dear."
Sure enough. when Teacher wrote a
Note and auki that Angel had shied a
Brick at.n Teamster, and. furthermore.
latel licked the ineffenelve Sou of a
Poor hid -Carrien tiw Experimental
Mother threw a Back-Twister and
Food by
fixing It
with the
Hired girl.
but it was
a fierce
triy- ut
for I it tle
Mei bert.
orLI  bert
neve r had
a ('ham-e
to siucak
out to the
(lob and
tell his
Trou hie('
usualt
lot or sym-
pathy.
ii r trvt
TIER NEW TAP rzbEss
"It is lid- wondered why tiw Club Seeitem- had
kopoko,the failed to work out.
last'MORAL: AS the Father is Bent thc
This investigation has been largely
an investigation of the Standard Oil
company alone, and has ruled 19 the
revelation of many unusual features
connected with the oiwiations of the
Standard.
Prices Vary Greatly.
Enormous dleaterity in prices is
shown by a comparison with the oil
industry in this and other countries,
and the commissioner declares that
the reasons given for this by the
Standard are false. He attributes'
the difference in prices entirely to
competition or the lack of it, and
shows that the price of oil is not. the
same even in cities whieh are close
to each other, sometimes even in the
same state.
The following Is the letter of the
4'4'"4""la're- to Faana".. Tharaa ehabe commits:Miner, submit/ire' his report;
<rested- fmr-dbe pronnintion-and - aneennartAitteemi eteeieete
practice of ballooning as a sport as Departnient of Commerce and Le-
well as for Et:leonine study and ex- bee. Bureau of Corporations, Wash-
pet-Intent. In some of these young lugton, Aug. 13, 1907.--Sir: In the
men ere given practical training business of selling petroleum pro-
taught' the theory and construction ducts In foreign countries the priee
usaeof- ballooaseeteeete-oropue
and•navtgat ion. •
If -the sttudents acquire a certain
proficieneyeend page a prescribed ex-
amination they are permitted when
hail to rtay right there ita the Hoto.-_
tarn The post is under the control ofand let the Mothers' Club practise 61
high. a commapdane and the men are'
"He's a Wonder," said Arthur to his taught and practice the handling and
Friends at t Chili. -,if he lives care of the government balloons, ofbe 
tin-01101'R hell make a graud Foot- twhich there are seteral of It capacity
of less than 900 ruble metres.
The peened and more important in'
leen Break-
r e c 0 in -
Inelided by
all tyspep-
ties and
h ye Ica!
Wreeke."
"I don't
nea n t to
e t lily
dietary
ii n n c bee
f near- t h e
Death
ohntriber"
s aid Ar-
t 11 n r. "I
eleand pre-
fer to take tny Tips from a geed, husky
Farm-lintel."
'Put this Tins (12 ner rret of Nitro.
r-1
Child. is Inclined. ,
fastine,
t rid It is;
Why tin. Marriage Was a Failure.
He did all the courting before mar-
riage.
He uever talked over his affairs
with his wife.
Ile thought of his wife only as a
cheap houseitee-rper.
He never dreamed that a wife de-
served praise o: compliments.
lie thonga. eafe had a very
easy tithe.
He marriee an ideal and was dile:
aPPointed to filed it bad flaws.
Repaid no attention to his person
al appearance after marriage, says
Home Chat.
He treated his wife as he . would
not have dared to treat another wo-
titt---Standttette434- tempera
has- apparently been to sacrifice the
interests, of the American consumer
for the purpose of seeuring the Stand-
ard's foreign business, which is a very
drawn for Military service to enter importact one. In 1904 over 55 per
the, Battalion d'Aerastiers, estab- cent, of the Illunamating oil produced
liehed in the old • zoological garden in this country wale exported, of which
located between Versailles and St. 'the Standard exported about 87 per
cent.
The relative movement of oil
prices as distinguighea from their ab-
solute level has showu for the last
eight years a startling disparity be-
tween the United States and foreign
Markets. parttcularly front 1902 to
stitntion of this kind In France is 1905. The American price steadily
known as the •Establissement Central advanced from 1597 to 191)3. The
du Materiel de l'Aerostation Mill- New York export priee advanced
tire, at Cbalais-Meudon, midway be- much less up to 1903. declining in
tween Paris and -Versailles. It has 1904, and the Hamburg (German)
been in existence nearly 100 years, price shows practislly the same
aid is (rivaled let° two general de- movement RP the New York export
partments-4he factory where the
balloons are made 'Inn the depart-
ment of tests and (experiments. There
is no definite course of instruction.
It was there that Col. Renard 23
years ago built and experimented
with__ La France, the first dirigible
balloon.
Prom ths Lips of Babes.
—The Voting Lady-Are you two young-
sters twine',
The Bey andiguantlye-No. She's a
girl.- iiketch.
American-German National Bank
Capital . le • P. .4 ,• • •• • • • $230,000.00
Swishes and undivided prunts  100,ou0.tat
litockhoblers liability   •  230,000.00
.......... .$1560,000.00Total 
Total reeources 
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Ltradehaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; ,Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drags; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; c, F. locate or C. Rieke & tions,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Reecoe Burnett., Supt. Tress. Pad. Water Co.
DEO. 41. ?Mg-1%41'80Z, Peerld4ust...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED, L. ATKINS, Cashier.
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•
crude as a basis), and, second, the
operating expenses of piping,
and marketing the oil, which
amounts to about two cents per gal-
lon. With these deductions, for the
respective periods ab.eve mentioned.
the average German margin was 1.66
cents,,,as compared with 4.62 in the
United Itates: the United Kingdom
margin was 1.64 ceneei 1113 against
'4.84 in the United States, and the
other countries mehtioned -
Holland, Denmark and the Orient—
Mew similar enormous disparities.
Even. after further eubstractireat one
cent from the American margins to
allow for difference in quality, they
are still from one and one-half to
three times as high as the foreign
margins.
These remarkable discriminations
in favor of foreign markets at the
expense of the American consumer
have 'naturally called forth - excuses
from the apologists a the Standard.
/1'hey have attempted to create ,the
impression that the recent decline in
prices of American illuminating oil
abroad was heeltaltated- by an over-.
supatly of that produat They have
also claimed wit there has been se-
TITE PAD
GEO. ADE'S FABLES
The Escape of Arthur and the
Salvation of Herbert.
rr'pi1ght. in. 1.3. by Robert Deward
0 u c e
there Wall
a lonely
Nish N.1.1.
Married,
abinklug
that he
w ()tilt]
(I Tad a
II o ine,
but in-
stead of
that be
ran
au Expel-- little Herbert nrrlred. When Herbert
imeutiSta "MP 3 Days old Ma11111111 began to read
nee. Books on the Chita Mind. NYitleiti a
Tee este. Moutb seat had little Herby propetel no
er end of !tithe Crib dolug Elhalergarten Stuuts.
Die Team with te:o er three Old Maids off on the
was ote bide flues eons-blue to beet the
tiER pat' A origiuul Arthur would butt in occasionally
Ileeate Shark and Fatally Doetar: end try to protect his helpless Off-
She 'tag a brielit, eagle-eyed Party !tiring, and then be would get a hard
W ith a high, throbbing Forehead. anti Call-Down. ,The Alia:mg had a Jaren
she wee always oe the lookout for New tagap-Book full of Helpful Hints, to cents.
Wrinkles Aneriine that she pit-bed no Amateur Mothers. gation into the petroleum industry.I The tuition for a year's course has
4,
tains the sante Nourishment that may
he found in IS Pounds of Sirloin
itteah."
"Sit g. why don't stet buy a good,
strong1Dog and try these Things op
him?" asked Arthur. "I refuse to take
any more of this Chop-Feed. If you
want to get it Into me you'll have to
give me Gas and then lujeet it into my
Arm."
So she said she would Compromise
by letting him have some Cereal Saus-
age. It Incited Piet the same as Saus-
age. and you enitild not tell the differ-
ence until you ntatted to Eat It.
What with the Health Cutierwtmr.
the Electric Bolts. the Pillows gtUffed
with Pine-Cenete etc., etc.. Arthur Was
constantly reminded of the Fact that
he was being teed for experimental
Purposes.
UNCLE SAM PAYS
TT
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
MOST FOR HIS OIL' THE 
TULLYVERY 
ihiCOPIPOPA•CD 
COMPANY
livery mid leading Bane Fetal Strut and Kentucky blase.
'
Standard Keeps Price Up by
Nonoyoly in This Country
No laxemadve Competition to Account
for Low Cost of OH
Atwood.
t'ONINIISSIt/N MAKES REPORT.
Ii
the Lady. Iliatsch,lid Frieliti and read she %tamed in at Pegs? 1 mod gave been 'fixed at $349, payable in month.
about a Curt' for Chlibialua she would Herbert the whole Works. Whenever ly installments. Examination will he
cut out the Article with the Button- any one oho knew all about the Care held at the close of the course, April
Hole Scissors, and then for Days after- of childreu brought her a Lew Prep. I;3'd, aud ccatitIcattes of proficiency will
ward she weekl be snooping around aration, she either fed it to little Herby '
for a 'Case of Chilblalue so that she or else rubbed it on his Back. Ill be confined almost 
exclusively.be given the graduates. The training
wi
could work on it. Arthur had' the ten fashioned Notion
Milk letee ttO the field of balloon construction.Slaaabed about WOO -41' tbege Dome that all a Kid needed was a land operation,t ine. mud sometaing Itebber cm AN Mai toItetneelie: tip her Sleeve, nail any
that Arthur comalaitted of the slight- chew, but the Chief or the Emperiment 
In France there is no actual school
est Ache or Pain she lit on him like a Station Ilse a lot of Club Theories to 
for training aeronauts In which a deli
Bee on a Flower and started in with ; be tested, and she was working ott lit- 
nite course is pursued. According to
out' of her fatuous Treatments. tic Herbert (N cry all:tate. . ehe American Miteaelue or Aeronaut-
She loved these private Clinics. with I This made it Fine for Father. be- Ica auth practice and instruction In
Artaui straeped to the Operating-Ta- !aeon' he could shake his Electric Belt aerostation as ir offered is provided
ale. lie heti bet n blistered in so ninny and get by the clubs and by the government
e (efferent I bice-4 and handed- se • , sumo real In eonnection with the Military ser-
All EVENIWG RUN.
Don't Forget
Create. strength for aged. weak.
run-down and debilitated persons
and strenbtliens week lungs.
Vinol is a Cod Liver preparation
--truc----that's why it is valuable--
but it contains no oil and is
delicious in warm weather.
%V. It. NtePHERSON, Druggist.
AN AIRSHIP $'H(X)L.
-Outs-WWI
lion at $1414 a Year.
On May 1, 1907, a sehool was
opened at Chentuita for theoretieal
and practical training in the construe-
don and management of airships.
,The dir(setor, Herr Paul Spiegel, is
a man of oxceptional ability and of
broad experience in every phase of
balloon construction line management
He has made over six hundred as-
Even if mercury and potash could cure Con_etr erous Biood Poison the
condition in which these strong minerals leave tife.system would make the
e'cure worse than the disease'''. Bat they cannet curh the vile disorder;
th y
arinci-pal Mein s cost throws Viso
proper prominence these great differ-
ea( CF in prices. From the prices may,
therefore, be deducted, first, the price
of crude oil (using, Pennsylvania
London, Sewell Ford and many otherThis is told as-an actual happen- theaysteme but at soon as the treatment is left off the hideous symptoms
hug to- a Kansas HIPP. 're and his return. afeicury and potash cat out the delicate lining of the stomach and popular novelists cootrtbute 
to the
publication which sets the pace byfamily had gathered around the sup- bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia by drying up the gastric.juices, cause the
per table, and all heads were bowed teeth to decay, and often completely break down the constitution, and where paying this record price. Celebrated
for him to ask a blessing, when the they are used in large quantities, the bones become affected, while the 
men and women write constantly for
telephone bell rape. The man an_ disease for which tone hes so long taken this destructive treatment has it on all, subjects of thuttly interest.
evicted it: and, coming baek to the not been cured. Contagious Blood Poison is a disease it will not do to trifle Clever verse, win humor and inter-
table, again bowed his head, hut with. It is a,vile, dangerous and destructive disorder. When the blood jesting miScellaney complete a most
becomes infected with itsavirus the fhouth and throat ulcerate, hair and eye- intetesting table of contents. It is. again the telephone rang. fici an-
brows ccone out, glands in the neck and grMn swell, copper-colored spots 'profusely illustrated by the leadingtittered that call; then for the thirdttnte frelt..d andr bmottnt his appear on the flesh, and in severe eases sores break out on the body, the artists. In face- the Sunday Maga-
, finger nails drop off and the sufferer is diseased from head to ford. S. S. S.
is the only known antidote for Contagious Blood Poisons--the one remedy the 
7". of the Res:Ord-Herald maintainsbead, said; "Hello!" -- -Atigust Lip- , • . . • .
Wet:qrs. lithert istands*d of 
periodical
• Little Willie Mr, Henpeckke
won't you play gomethine on the
long?" Mr. Ileppeckke "Why
olink watilst if knew how." Lit
Waehington, Aug. 13.—The United
States pays very much more for it:,
,-an th4s
is due to a complete monopoly natal
is.,eajoyed by the Standard 011 com-
pany, according to the second report
by Herbert Knox Smith, commission-
er of corporations on the petroleum
Industry. Comparison in prices send
rates 113 gone into extensively, aod the
oil trust comes in again for a roast
from the commissiener.
The letter is the second which has
been made public by the commission-
er, giving the results of Os Wyman
Merit ireaethrouttex It gets the
brat at whatever ttait.
'John, what was that awful1101s0
1; he bath erom jut
price, while the 1.ondon price shows
a steady -decline from 1901 to 1904
and a very important drop during
1905. The course of American and
foreign prices In the last five years
covered by this report has shown a
greatly, increased divergence, In gen-
eral the American prices going up
and the foreign prices !hewing a
mai ked decline.,
Still more remarkable is the com-
parison of the absolute level cf prices
(as klistinguished from their move
fluent) of the United States and for-
eign markets. Tire statistics obtained
for these computations were secured
by a representative of the bureau,
who visited the more important Rio
ropean oincons,unsing countries and
secured accufate and representative
data.
It sholild be noted in comparing
absolute priees of 'American with for-
eign marfets that a difference of
about 1 cent per gallon must be al-
lowed for on account of the differ-
ence in the quality of oil sold in the
two markets, water white oil being
the baste of foreign prices. Water-
white oil Is worth about 1 cent more
than standard while. Therefore, 1
cent per gallon should be deducted
from the difference between Ameri-
can prices and aoreign prices.
Enormous Disparities. -
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE
If you need a cook, *home girl
roe house boy call old phone
4094. We have a good lintj of
house servants always. We can
else, f urnishl colored laborers
to contractors.
Johnson &, Reynolds
 now 
r-6iss rau -Irmere. while eradiett init. the poison am the c ire ul dtion. Sret lethook on the lien e -Pr .1167!"*Ygrrer"--t"Orfref  616 ficri-e S19
118 Keatucky Ancirt.
that is able to get teethe root of the disease and force out every particle of
tie poison so that there are never any signs of its rethrn. It as purely
vegetable, made entirely' front roots, herbs and barks of known- curative
value. Instead of leaving bad' aftc-r-effeces as home medicines do, S. S. S.
tones up every part of the system and puts every part of the body in perfect
health. It will alpo remove an lingeringeffects of keener nate-fit treatment
vere competition against the Ameri-
can produet from t)e oil fields of
Russia, and other 'foreign countries
and that the reductions it export and
foreign prices were neressary tos re-
taiu .the American export trade.
Neither of these arguments is
well founded. There was no over-
supply.of illuminating oil during ttie
years 1904 and 1905, at which time
foreign market prices wereeleekng se-
verely cut. The exports from the
United States during 1904 were less
than In 1901 timid 1902. The exports
frem,the live important oil producing
countries combined chow little Snore
than a norm! increase. The world's
produetion in UN:, was less than iu
190.4. -The exports from the live
principal countries combined in 1905
were moll, than.6 per cent, less than
In 1904. There was an actual decline
In the total imports into the United
Kingdom during 1904 as compared
with the two preceding years, ad a
still more conspicuous decline, during
1905. Notwithstanding this, the
prices In England fell enormously.
-itiiiiiare-tage; h1 own-geicid -rep
utatIon be stealing anothere,
UY.NANC & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third Si. Paducah, Ky.
INSURANCE AUENT
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
• Life,
Beaten,
Liability,
Automobile,
Office Phones Old 169New 369
Steam Heiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.
Residence Phones Old 726New 756
Ciiirripb411 ULllldIg, Pilch-Meth, Ky.
111111111MIIIIIINI1111111111111111111•111111111NINIMP 
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All Hose Repairs- - - 
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot 20c
ED. D. FEANNAN
The Sa tilt/try ['lumber
Both -Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
 401/11111111111111~solommotagne
- 
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very 'frequently the most interior
goods depend on tlrir sale by having
a green stamp on‘he neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
Arid
Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The gov-
mqnt siamp will so indicat;.
•
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A
how. My pop says you plaY second treatment of this disease and any medical advice desired furnished free to all John sleepily. "it was merely the
dalphia Rurord
e
Stat1nel. tellIGING.1.1.1.111111111•11111111111M1111116  ,semmelersommemmemio
fiddle to Mrs Henpeekke."--Pbila-1 who writs. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. (rash towel 
falling,"—Milwaukee
TU.F.SD11-„WOUST 111, THE PADUCAH EVENING SUS PAGE 43E% EV.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Disease3.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one hex
Will rare any ordinary case of Kid-
ley or bladder troubls. Removes
2 ravel, cures Diabetes. Bonita!
Knalsaltina, Weak and Lame Back,
TrieguTatittoi oT
the Kidneys and Bladder_ in both
wen and women. Sold at 80 cents
per box on the no cure no pay battle
bY McPberson's Drug store, Feurta
and Broadway, sole agent for Pada-
soh, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine do., Loula-
e1141. 1LY.
' Story of Napoleon, .
Napoleon was oneo moved in a
trifling but touching way to remorse
for all the ;rightful carnage he had
caused. "la was lunching one day
with the emperor," said M. de Fon-
atanee, "when his son, the king of
Rome, was. playing about the table,
with his father's eyes following fond-
le- every torn:ement. Suddenly the
child fell and hurt himself slightly
and, there wisea great uproar about
the Incident. When it quieted down
the-emperor fell into a gloomy reverie
and presently said aloud. addressing
no one In particular: '1 have seen
She satde cannon ball carry off twenty
from one' file!' "
When a man's popularity begins to
wane his ne!ghly,rs usually get busy
and assist.
•
• I
4
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
mamma wimar.-. By ClIARLES KLLIN.
.1 Story of American Life Novelized From the Play by
JRTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT. 1906. BY G. Ve biaLINGHAM COMPAtlYe
11111,
(Continued from last issue.)
CHAPTF.R N.
HAT!" exelaimed Shirley,
rhwngthg colon ou b°
urn' that John Burkett
- Ryder is at the bottom of
this Wanton's accusation against fa-
ther?' 7'
It was the day foliewing her arrival
at hIaseamema, and Shirley. the judge
and Stott were all three Sitting on the
porch. Until now by counuou couseut
any mentiou of the h»peachuteut pro-
ceedings had been avoided by every
ogre. The previous a fternoou.aud even-
ing bad been spent listening ta an ac-
count of Shirley's experteuees lu Eu-
rope, and LI smile had flitted across
even the judge's careworn fare as his
daughter gave a humorous description
of the picturesque Parts studeuts with
their long hair and peg top trouser,
while Stott simply. roared with laugh-
ter. Ah, it was good to laugh again
after so muck trouble awl enzletty!
But, while Shirley avoided the topic
that lay uearest her heart, she was
temsumed teeth a desire to tell her fa-
ther of the hope she had of enlisting
the aid of John /Burkett Ryder. The
great financier was certainly able to do
anything he chose, and had uot his son
Jefferson promised to win him over to
their cause? So today after Mrs. Ross-
more and her sister had gone down to
the village to make settle purchases
Sterley timidly brow-hod the matter.
She asked Stott and her tether to tell
her everything, to hold bark nothInc.
She weaned to hear therarorst.
- Stile therefore. staffed -1e review the
a hole affair trout or beginning. ex-
plaining how her father in his capae-
ay as judge of the supreme court had
to restyler decisions, several of which
were adverse to the corporate Interests
weseettare- vf---eien---teen. end-
since that time these powerful Inter-
fetes had used all their influence to get
him put off the bench. He telt] her
about the Transcontinental caw tine
how tbe jitelge had got mysteriously
tangled up in the Great NortbWMlII-
lug and of thh scandidous
newspaper rumors. followed by the
news of the eungressioual inquiry.
Thou he told her atemt the pante in
Vail street, the 'sale of the house on
kindison evetme end the removal to
Long !sheet - • et. n '44 0.
t is the situation." said Stott
then he had finished. "We are wafting
to* to lice what the teem te-selil do We
e for the liest It seems intreeteible
that the senate will condemn a man
whose whole life is like-an open book.
but unfortunately the senate is strong-
ly Republican and the big interests are
III complete control. Unless subport
comes from sonic h.ueapected quarter
Ste must be prepared for anything."
-Support from some tmexpected quar-
ter! Stott's clotting words rang in Side-
let 's head. Was that uot just-what abe
had to offer? Unable to restrain herself
longer and her heart beating tumultu-
ously from suppressed emotion, she
cried:
-Wen have that support! Well have
RI I've got it already! I wanted to
surprise you! Father, the most power-
ful man in the United States veiO save
you from being dishenored:"
The two men leaned forward le ten-
ger interest. What could the girl
mean? Was she serious or merely
jesting?
But Shirley was never more serious
in her life. She was jubilant at the
thought that she had arrived home in
time to Invoke the aid of this powepful
ally. She repeated enthusiastically:
"We need not worry any more. He
has but to say a wont, and these pro-
ceedInge will he Instantly dropped.
They would not dare art against his
veto.-. Did you hear, father, yew* ease
Is as-good as won!"
'-What do you -lean. child? Wined&
this unkt-Town Mewl?'
"Surely you ran guess when I say
the meet etowerful men.in the United
States? None other than Jan/ Ihrreett
Ryder!"
She stopped short to watch the effete
this name would have on her hearers.
BM to ber'snrpriee neither her father
nor Stott displayed the slIghteet
1 inn .or even interred: Puzzled at this
cold reeelttion, she repeated:
"Did you hear. father-John Burkett
Ryder will come to your aftsistance.
elute home on the same ship as his
son, and he promised to secure his fa-.
titer's aid."
The judge puffed heavily at his pipe
and merely shook Ms head, making no
reply__ Stott explained:
"We can't look for Etp frog] that
quartereShirley. You don't eapeet a
man to tut loose his own kite, do you?"
"What do yo-ii mean?" demanded
Shirley, mystified.
"Simply this, that John Burkett Ry-
der is the very man who Ls reisponeible
for all your hither's misfortunes."
The girl sank back In her seat pale
and motionless, A if she had received
a blow. Was It possible?
-Do yon really believe this, that John
Ryder deliberately concoeted the brite_
cry charge with the sole purpose uf
-relflIng my fntlwar demanded Shirley,.
when she had somewhrtt recovered.
"Thfee no other Solution of. the
InTst0i7,11011.1ble." anaWtred Stott.
Inane, do you belittle
-der 
"1 hare no 'sewer any doubt of it,"
toe:wet-ad the judge. "I think Johli
Heller would see tne dead before be
neon raise a finger to help me.
or.,wpr to my demand for my Whits
BAD BREATH
Par rnenth• I had 'real Sniablo with to, ....ieseis
*ad in..04 ail kinds of inedi•ioiffl. My loofi„i,• hosneon aetoolti. as green as Eta...wir breath earls(
• see :4r• on weet• ado a filet,' enioninveavieg
el/Re• sa4lIfter ren willingly so
Zei'effore les yen kpow that I sha.1 rseoloto
, way Matnovo witaMily C1Frea
theft to any ohossierisy from •nch troohlow.-
Chia. LA Walnut 11/ Airington . New fork. ILL
test For
The bowels
BotP4
/-0
*rM.Ir Pis,a4anster'herrfirglt, V30.14.9X*
spis TI,.101011 • salmis ammose C C e•tbseraneel to re of roue ni•inelf
310medy Co., Chicago or NI,. gall
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Ansa WOMENI
URA* Big for auaaturs
die-harg.•,inEsnpentkottiI. I it.11,,aar.
trriti.tveas t, Warrant:A
aria ..0•10-•••. of v.: a cog • utoutlbranae
••Neava (waivers r,,,nlasa. ab.f not aatrie
arMAKIICII ICI. iifitit or pais roots
mese hiasesuresses,
t. a 4. or Nat io plais arum*
lir slimes. aresetk ff.
OC o 3 la Ste.
,, • -
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port. III.
Natal $t a he Evantking 01
Om J. L Lulus, MOWN&
frvAeutviLLK, '--.1PA,DUCAB AND
0411R0 LINK
7WassvIlle aad Paducah Packets.
(Ineorperated)
(Dal., Except alundaY.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopkins. lose'. Paducah for Evans
Dile and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In of-
fset from Paducah to Evansville and
esters, $4.(d). Elegant mash, on the
boat. Tabl. unstirpasend.
STEAMER DIOS. FOWLS!'
Leaves Paoticah for Cefro and way
landings at 8 a. m..sharpe, daily, er
rept. Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow In effort from Paducah to Cairc
and return,- with or without meals
and_room. Good music and table un-
Surpassed .
For •further information apply ta
S. A. Fowler General Pave. gent, 01
Given Fowler, City Paw Agent-, -at
Towler-Crumbaugh & Co's. east
11,o'h shone- No.
EF. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PAC'KET °DWAIN/
FOR ,TENNESSEE
STEINF.I CLYDE
LeaVes Padueuth for Tenni-muse River
Every Wednesday at -I p. In.
A; W. W"RIOIRT.... ...Master
EI-C.E.NE ROBINSON . .0.'01;4
This company is not responsible
ter Invoice charges unless relleced by
the clerk of the boat.
Spoetal ru.ittelon rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $9.06 . Leaves Paducah every , ol laced me that he was the arch
Piednealay. at 4 a. Ix 
- 
ilotter," ' enseer:reeteve;ey•
"What letters do you refer to?" de-
manded Shirley.
rposes
unly, as nearly every one, now
knows, but for use In the arts
and mechanics it Is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
Cheaper than wood alcohol, lb
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. 'Text time try
Min your chating dish or alco-
hol heater; it will he a revela-
tion to 1011. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
wrote to lMjn In P
gaol to my making an inveetment.
advised the purchaee of certain Mod,
I wrote him two lettere at the time,
which letters If I had Heart now would
go a long way to clearing me of this
charge of bribery, for they plainly
showed that I regarded the transac-
tion as u bena tide Investment. Since
this trouble began I wrote to Ryder
asking hltu to return nee these letters
so I might use them In my defense.
The-only -reply I got was an ihstilent
nate front his secretary saying that
Mr. Itjder had forget ten all about
the transactlea, and i3 any case had
not the letters I referred te."
"Couldn't you•cotnpel him to return
(heat? asked Shirley.
"We roeld never get at him." Inter
nutted Stott. "The man 13 gun riled its
carefully as the csate'!--
"Still," objected Shirley; "it is possi
ble that be may have last the lettert or
even never reeelved them."
°Oh. he has them safe enough," re
plied Stott. "A man litre Ryder keeee
ev'ery serap of paper, witO the ietn
that it may prove useful slate tily.
The lettere are lying somewhere In lee
de .k. Besides, after the Trete:eon:a
neatal decision he was iseard to say
that he'd have Judge Roeswore off the
beech inside of a year."
"Anal it %I-n*111 a vain boast-Inas
done it." muttered the judge.
SOirley re-1speed hater unwire.- leer_
brette-- wee-ett awastre---Ite
then. This merellese nem of money,
tine ogre of in- napolietic corporations,
t !IL4 hnman jugg,•ruaut had crashed her
father tuerey beeattee by his honesty
he interfered with his ethetly business
'
in her lark? She felt now that she
had bem too lenient, not bitter euough.
not sualc'endly pitness. Such a umn
was entitled to no mercy.
L3ug after the Judge and Stott had
left for the city Shirley sat alone on
the porch engraseed in thought, taxing
tier biota to find sonic way out of the
d.aekne.s, and when presently lure
mother and soar roturaed they found
her still sittrug there, silent oud preoe-
eupiel. If they only had those two
letters, sae itemised. They alenemiehe
gave her father, hut bon runlet they he
got at? Mr. Ryder had put them safe-
ly awsyt tetl detthe - He would nee give
them up. She wondered how it would
be to ge boldly to blue and.nppeal to
whatever !sense of honor and,fairmee
that might be lying-Intent within him.
No. emit a man would not know what
the terms - h4nor." "fairness" meant.
She pondered upon it all day, and at
eight wile!' She went tired to bed it
was her last thought as tehe dropped off
to sleep.
The following morning Shirley went
out for a walk. She preferred to go
alone so she would not have to talk.
Hers was one of 'those lonely, intro-
tspeetive natures that resent the Intru-
sion of aimless chatter when preoccu-
pied with serious thoughts.
Erery now and then Shirley espied
In the distance the figure of a man
which she thought she recognized as
that of Jefferson. Had he come. after
all? The blood went coursing tunnate
only through her VE41111 only a moment
hoer to leave her face a shadepaler as
the man came nearer, and she saw ho
was a stranger.
As she neared the cdttage on her re-
turn home, she caught sight of the let-
ter carrier approaching the gate. In.
smutty she thought of Jefferson, and
she hurried to intercept the man. Per-
haps he had written instead of coming.
-miss Shirley Itoesteorer' said the
For the.
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in amiounc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It lb to
used for
15C 4 pt and bottle; re rebate
Rig 7, for bottle. iient
25c 1 pt, and lx)ttle: 10C' rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt and bottle; 10C rebate
1(15' bottle,
S. II. WINSTEAD
burning pti
Natal SNOOP ci 'elphate Orders,
aeventh and BroadiveY.
You Take No
Chances
Neither do we. We do not
deliver your medicine until
we are satisfied that it is per-
feetly right in every detail.
A medicine made by us is
what the prescription calls
for, nothing more or less.
- -
McPHERSON'S
• Drag:Store.
,
man eying her interrogatively.
"Thane 1," said Shirley.
poettnan handed her a letter and
passed on. Shirley glaneel quickly at
the superscription. No. It vans not friqu
Jefferson: she knew his liandwrIthig
too well. The cm-elite,. bore
the firm name of her puleleheie. She
tore It open mini feline thet it merely
contained another letter w ?title the
publethers had nom:inlet'. This was
addressed to Miss Shirley Green and
ran as follows:
Dear et/learn-3,-U eurcr.mieni. I 'should-
like I a,,,, you 111 my eater, 2, Drouilwa.V.
In relation to your feet:. "ame een'-r' an
Cietote•a " KtcdIy Inform 1,.., t.r the
thy and bur at. which I ate- exeeet Soil.
Yours truly,
JOHN BPREF.TT RYDER.
Per B.
Shirley almost Averted fend FIltifir
excitement. At first she lens tilarmed
--- sheen:tine John Burkett Ryder was
seal a bogey to frighten bad children
with. elle thought he utholit want to
punieh her for writing about hint as
she had. She hurried to the petrels and
t there reeding Abe letter serer
trer-brettr-turgtm-
ideas. She bad been wofitieriug hove
Ole could get at Mr. Ryder, and here
he was actually sulkies; her to call on
him. Evidently he had wit the slight-
est idea of her identity, for he had
etisiseeto-rpeelt has 4.4t1F---tbsoulds
her reeeesiee-e, and no 48114 he had
exhaneted every other meant; of dis-
covering her address. The more she
paedereil over it the more she besum
to see in this invitation le-Way of help-
leg her father. Yes, she would go and
beard the Hon in his den, butt she
would trot go to_ Ine. taco. .She watula
cceept the invitation 01113' fill colldia011
that the interview took plaue in the
Ryder maueion. where utsioubtedly the
letters won hi be found. Sho deckled to
act immeeltately. Nes Hale was to be
hest, so she -procured a sheet of paper
and an envelore and wrote as follows:
Jar' Jobh BOrkett
Dear do tlot cell upon gentlemen
at their bunt:neat office. Your., etc.,
SHIRLEY GREEN.
Her letter Was abrupt and at first
glauce seemed hardly ealculated to
bring about *hat she wanted--an Invl-
teflon to van at the Ryder bottle, but
she was shrewd enough to see that Jai
tiptoe wrote to her at all it was
Neese be wise niost all!.i0IIS to laCt her
mid her abruptaeset would nut deter
lain front trying again. on the euntra-
ry, thTs very eatemaineee of aver one
thus dictitteng to him would snake him
mare thin evea- elesirous-of making her
nequaint !tree. So Shirley mailed the
letter rout CWillie:1 With confidence for
ityder's reedy. So certnin was she that
tete %route ceeee that ebe at once be-
gan to teem her plan of action. She
31n oapeeea at titer, and
tee whereabents tauet remain a secret
C",*tni from her peel feetily. As she in-
tended to go to the Ryder hoose in the
assumed chara..te: of Olin-ley. Green, it
would never do to rim the risk of be-
ing followed home by a Ryder detec-
tive to the Itossmore cottage. She
would confide in one person only-
Judge Stott. He would know where
she was and would be in constant com-
munication with her. But. otherwise,
he must be-alone to etmatiet the cam-
paign as she jutiged fit. She would go
at once IQ_ New York mei take rooms In
n boarding 117iine where she .weeild be
known as Shlriee-Greeu. As for inn&
to meet her expenses, she had-her dia-
monds, and ifould they not befitting a
tore teseful purpose if sold to defray
the coat' of wiring beret:Ober ttian in
mere peremuthesulorTfiTeelt? So --chat
evenhig while her mother war talking
with the helect she beelemed Stott over
to the corner where she wag sitting.
.ei ,flge Stott," site beget], "I have a
plait. 
He smiled induleently at her.
(To be ceintinued, lit next bone.)
THEIR BUSINESS
HURT BY TRANSFER
So-Eastern Interests Seek Re-
/
call of Fleet
Pressure Is Being Brought To Beau
on tongicsesenen To Thwitxt
Administ rat ion,
VI %RH POLITICIANS To FRONT.
18 Years' Success / ladorsed by 1111Allt:5 Mae Incorporated. $300,000.00 Capital
j 
,/ 
/ '1
PRACTICAL BUSINESS 
' 29 Colleges in 16 Slake )no. F. Draughon, rm.
Safe
CATALOGUE
Itr.own is the Up-to-Date business Schools 
Reliable IIIVITIATIU
FR EE
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED 
14.4,4  
FREE "v MAIL keeping, Hsu king, to FIVE persons in curls county, dealt-tag toA MEESE II kook- ness English, 
Or Illustrating FREE by MAIL
S hurt h ad,s Pt-n- attend a business college, who will at once
mansht p, .1. itton...,.., Telegraphy, Letter CLIP and send this Dotico (mentioning this
, Writing, Law, Muchanleal Drawing, Dust- paper) to Litaugho011lierocacel has, College:
PAID:VAIL 314 BROADWAY;
or ti%Aosotie, Nuliii, lee or St. Louis.
t.
Washington, Aug. 13.-If Pres.
tient Roosevelt and Secretary Metro
do not get their big Atlantic the
well around South America on its
way to San Francisco bS the time
congress convenes early next Decem-
ber there are strong indications that
they may be thwarted by the nation-
al legislative body in transferring the
total batt:eship strength of the navy
to the Pacific coast.
These indicatiena are based on nu ,
ineroux inquiries that have been madel
of the navy department by senators
and representatives the past week or
ten days. It develops that members
of the naval affairs committees of
both houses have either made per-
sonal inquiries or addressed letters
to Secretary Metcalf, the general
board, and even the president him-
self, asking whether orders for tie
transfer of the fleet have been isste
what is the- administration's yean.
for the- transfer.' when it will be
made, and whether it will be only
temporary or permanent.
Easterner% To Oppoor It.
Inquiries also have come front
numerous other members of congress
--(font senators and representatives
of the east and far-West particularly.
On the whole, it seems. that western
congressmen, more particularly those
LAMA- 44ea. and sow
4oradvettee their owe, restsoia,
why the proposed tiansfer should he
made. Several of the eastern congress;
men clearly do not favor the move,
and the tone of their letters led
plainly that the administrate T
- upon promptly 114.--‘04•11-4,4
congress convenes, for an explana-
tion. If a satisfartory explanation O
not to be had, it would not be sur-
prising, in the face of the naaurt.
the inquiries, If some steps were '
ken to block the program._
Letters. addressed by congress:
to Admiral Dewey, as president of •
general board, are referred to tht
navy department, as are also some of
the lettens addressed to Oyster Br).
It is noteknown bow much satisfat-
tion is dbtalued by the more proni-
tient legislators who address their in-
quiries personally to the "resident. _
Many important business interests,
among them 'being shipbuliding com-
panies, supply concerns, prosnslon
contractors and others who find enor
mons profits in dealing with the na-
vy department in connection with the
buthing, repairing, outfitting and
supply ng the eleips, etc., .already
have not only made personal appeals
against the program but it is believed
they are bringing preestne to bear
upon their senators and. reptesenta-
tives in congress.
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G RAYSON SPRINGS'1" Ky.
Most noted waters and baths in America
THE'. inf'. f' N1 IL. I( Fa E.; f.4 0 14 T
, [, capacity 6111) h.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
1.1.1_11.1.a. Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Message.
AM'USEMENTS-Dancing, Bowline, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fishing. 
Rites $1 it $19 50 per weer $25 Is $31 50perasstI. epeeist Rates to Frees, Parties aoll
Ceirsa. Refuted Roost Trip Rates st 16.40 sof Mee Central Retreat
MERCICE BROS.. OWNERS 110 MANAGERS GAMOW SPRINGS. KY.
Nommisdarsemarammixsammosasosisaw 
BRITISH LEVIATHAN.
%VIII Ile One-Third Greater Then
Dreadnaught.
-
Wit bngton, Aug. 12.-Naval cir-
cles are agitated ever a report that
the British admiralty is about to lay
down the keel for a giant ship that
will be 50 per cent. greater in ton-
nage than the Dreadnaught. It- is dlif-
ficult to secure any information re-
specting the plans for this ship and
it is said that the British government
is pioceeding as it did in the case of
the Dreadnaught, to buhldthe vessel
behind closed gates. ' - -
It Is understood that the new ship
is to be of no !est; than 30,0oll tons
displacement, agatnst 20,011(1.4ansefor
the Dreadnaught, and the design Is
believed-to include many novelties,
some batted on- the experience of the
Dreadnaught.
The report of the WI:fish plan ha,
caused Untie of the „American shlo de-
signers to prepage the laying down
of a battleship of 40,060 tons dis-
placement, placasie the American na-
vy clearly in the Teed. Naval design-
ers are nelleved to he willing to un-
dertake the construction of 
. 
such a
ship. It would cost at lea 4st 20,100,-
000.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT Poison That books Eatable.
TAR AND CANCHALAGOA "In our laboratories," said a chant-
Far the complete cure of Cough. rot's. je
Asthma, and Bronchitis ant all bung ceeei 
t, "w-e-make a good deal of cyanide
eisintseeeding toConsuniption, Liverwort. of potassium. Men who handle this
etuirrY """m"""tznilir po-son. are too often- seized with anrained an established reputation a.. 0.tandard
cough Remedy It eontaina no opium or harm- famine desire to Pat it.
he A rivn ignic:shm.•.frrtivectio.arttrohpaas.fe,tcylevtoelacnh,i11.40re.n:
Price 11.00. Sold by &Ivey & List.
ex-e"reise on the-Mind a strange reset-
The white and beeutiful crystals
nation, such as snakes are Said to ex-
Two Sources of Hope. ereise upon stnall birds. Though you
y
It is said that the people along the 
know that the stuff is deadly, omt
feel a horrible tongiug to crush. a
, Newfoundland coast are expert wrerk handful of it into your mouth.
ers-enot in than. 'they Vereek vessels "And 
to rob theta, but in that they know 
mane eases are reworded of
men who were unable to resist this
how to avail. themselves lealtiMatela
of the o,pportunitiee afforded. In this
connection Sir Watfred lesurier used
to tell of a meeting between .a pelest
awful- longing-Ai-Rpm% 1,lospel yore
and young Men found dead in the la-
boratory beside a glittering white
eg p4 of cy anide of potassium tees-
' h. charge of a perieh near Cape Race ti's.
and the biehop of his dioeese. "Hence in m eany chmical works
"How.wIllooseur Peonle do. this win- he met are striellSofterhidden to en-
ter?". asbed, the h141011. - - -arne•-•tOr-Ifyilea-41111de betted ,Itleeta."--P,hil-
'eery tetA1/, I-- think revel' adelphild
onee." replied the priest eheerfttily,
"with the. help of Elloti-,--and a few When a inIn engem nf h,; cow ace
-Auguet Lippint ctre. he Is giving It ithsOnt treatment.
The road to so, ,-es; bat many buy Your suPertor'fy d7tett net lepene
way-s, . on your pedest;
LAKE BREEZES
Can bc I.njoyed in Safe di:0ot
Oil the STEEL STEAMSHIP MANITOU
First-Class Only-Passenger S rvice Exclusively
'
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS
I ,
1,,Iny leanly{ N f..r 1.1,410,it 0 •uo
r.,, leflos, booklet/lc rivirrvatiolie. whinny*
/OS. HE Retinal., S. P. A. Illanitea Stsseskip Co., ChiC,111,
5, 5. CHURCH, a. p. A. liedisens mieetgan Tessa. es, Chicago.
1
 BON AQUA SPRINGS
In the
TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Aeeutunitslat ions o' 500 guests. Rates EMI per week anti upwards.
4* page booklet sent on receipt of postal. Write
Dean Walker, Managers
Bon Aquil, Term.
Enjoy.
the, Deligliti_
of a Lake Trip
y. vaeati.in cui the I ;resit
Lot's nrui travel s ea the lane., in,.
awl ,a 11).1%41404e 111•112111•1.• of ml
I 1.1tie oar 1100'11. age', I
s In i, yen through tickets tut 110
lAtte to all Great lake 1;,
,rt• .‘ hiamnioth new io..--anter 
ciot
e . will he in . 0.111.10n
Detroit and L.214:stms_ki 1.. c
0 & C TIME TALiLf
LA E e is , E DIVI.SION elACKINAC DIVISION
Loma 001/ t ' , . . 10 10 P. M. 1,..r.Tee' , Mondani& •Saturears 9 3' A. is.
Are., Clef ... C. , . . S. !IA kl. • '; esspys &Mondays 4.00 "" is
1•40, re. -.. . , in IC P I.4. 1..., 11.000t kleeditys &•Senicloya 0 i' ,-, a/
Am., tktir i  IL 'We'leeadols li Fridays 9 
its A
Pews Tripe per areelv •eavoniaeniala J iv. • i'th.
litra•FINIVr Terenglrflie.ea tiNceeverlacheigt -a& ••••••148•4 11•0•1•.11147 arid anies.A. Fe* 
Jr«.
laila N Ile ,-nAir. 1101• it. C a T. lAn• •0110...rale JAL, *erg.. Awl, bete... 'I•••laavi. Pot-is-Nay
awl T0104.
30.4 at . ii., et •tawip for illintroilioisaforil.t. Achlreai, 1. 4; tAel., G li 5.„ Detroit 
Illi.h
Date° T B Clili ELAND NAY. co. rsis,.o. 5.555*. r..... *.4 asicesi54••••1 lis,
The "finnan Ile Petrie."
The street-boy of Pali, hens. deco
down in his heart, 'a sentiment 0:'
honor. It slumbers heavay enough,
so Hite :•nly treat ereotions cer ren,e
It, but it is never-A..1es, there. Vas-
have Ail admirubl-....eovalee. of ,' in
an ince.ent that. oeturre i eittriag iii
atm-1c Paris, -when tilt'
were_beena shot deen eke loom. 11y
the 1111',1', AtillOWC the victims wile
were .r :out to preeent themselue ani•
day as it living well against It
piercing shower of shot; there %Ili!, 
lice who darted out front tha rent:.
cf the condemned end dared In speak
to his executioners, What was ft bo
wanted's° near the montent of le.ele?
nomeditag for litintsell!
In It t-. pOSSI-fS1011-- IS- scats' beton g-
One, I. fart---theie vets a big silver
wateit le witted to take It baek to
his grerilmother. who l'oeel at the
other to.e of Pals. :eel leave it' with
her ...- a token before' tlong pata-7-
•Tte had no oarente.This- wer: lila ,
ILLINOIS CI \ intl. EX-
CUR:Gel\ la LLETIN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Louisville, Ky., Augnst 11.
Stieelal train leaves Peale-ail
ai 9: 17 a. 'tn., - returning
It /IN es Louisville! 4 p. an.,
Toee-dna, attWitet 1-3. Rflund
trip $27-0.
Slogans rails- Spe 'Jai ex-
cursion train 104 loaies at
1:33 a. In,, Aggitst 10, limit
four days with an extension
of eight days, upon paymelo
of 25 cents additional., ROuna
trIp $16.45.
YOU'S truly,
JitrilestoirtI, VA. Ex porti-
tion, April 19th to November
30111-15 days; t211.75.
excursions on special iliites;
S18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days. •
For la-formation, &NAY Lu
City 'rad Office; Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN,Act city Tieipt tnrn
R. M. PRATHER,
animeinarnmesonvorminAgent Union UPPot
of his nebitual
?TM- long a 1 o I be ,ton,
tasked.
Th. nu. !II I
it our v. I i or teeter a
ret tarn?"
"I swear!"
"Then go." •
An hour later te . a 0. mei he we
'-only a gamin' :.tet • lark end m.
in j,u dear h. - .Joist Nat n Vorst tue
Atietist Lippincott s
 -
WILLIANs• KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neetected your kidneys?
Have yen ove.-worked your oervous
sytem and eatu,eut trouble with your
kidneye and It alder? Have you
pains in e back, grotty, and
bladder? Hese yens a flabby ap-
pearance of the Iere tame iany on toe
the eye.? If ste Kidney
Pills will cure you-eat Druggists.
Price 50c.
W'lliams, Mfg. Co_ Props., C:eve-
land. 0.
"foe (beet titteei Iii -ten me." d.
ii.' -1)111II "that the
,Preeent legislature isic Iminiat
; "Yes, sir!" the lobbyist;
*at e -tee f.' . • '• l'athOTIC
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ELL
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
(Cates $12.ne. Two large name!,
mount. Battu rooms. Electric Lights.
the only centrally located Motel in
I',' _chi.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED.
HENRY MANN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
Soot Binding, Rank Work. Legal
and Literary Work a opecialty.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNC8
WITH Dr. King's
FOR t 
Diécovory
OLD Tort Bottle Free
AND MA. THROAT AND LIM TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED S.ATIS FACTOR
OR MONET REFUNDED.
!AGM NTT '
aestleseertesseseesseeee-
PAGE RIGiele
EVEviva,..uzna,
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN •
I. C. SHOP PICNIC
ALL PLANNED FOR
Committees Hold Final Meet-
ing Tonight
Good Order seems .%•sured By Pres
a wimp. Taken-No '
SVill Be .tioltteel.
TICKET 'f.11•EiRsi GO.
fteept the appointment of thirty
ticket takers, all arrangements for
the big annual Illinois Cent& picnic
- to be held tomorrow at Kuttawa have
been completed, and it is expected to
. be the best picnic ever held. Pre-
cautions against iutoxicanta balug
tarried aloug are being taken. it is
stated that Master Mechanic R. E
-Fulmer will dissharge any shop am-
- --Weyer within his authority, who Is
caught with intoxicants on his per-
sou or too great a supply within
Order above all thlugs is desired.
The Crew.
The pi •nt.• train will ho pulled by
one of the big 5'50 class freight en.
glues, supplied with two firemen.
Eughteer Rob McCarty will handle
the throttle anti A. F: Hicks end A.
Sloyder will do the shoveling. The
train ell) go straight through and
will make passenger`ichtehtle time
The eonductor In charge will be Mr
George E. Harvey. Ticket takers
will be 30 strong, two for each of the
Ilften coaches. One baggage oar to
carry the lunch will be taken in the
train
Fitts1 arrangaments will be made
tonight at a meeting of all commit-
tees' at the residence of Mr. James
Hutchins Twelfth and Jackson
streets. Nothing remains to, be done
hut the appointment of ticket takers
and final Instructions to committees
. who have charge of the grounds
Or --music 44,444., andi Weer fittres
-11-e big ea n g.
In distributing tiskets this morn-
ing committees sere surprised at
the large families employes have One
mashinist helper was asked how
many tiltets he desired.  He asked 
--him many would be given him, and
received a reply that one for himself
and one for each member of his fam-
ily would be supplied. After counting
on his fingers annotiosed that 32
would be sufficient
The committeemen ries' iv dropped
to the ground in artonOhment
-Yes, there's that many in in
faintly -all kin folks of stints- he
declared. "living In the onus- house
and all dependeet on me.'
Ile got the tickets.
•
The Ocean Roared.
"This breeze," said John, is
shat faulty.
It makes my mustache taste quite
salty."
With smile demure, said pr.:, Iv Stir':
"Yes, doesn't I thOligi:t Si., too
- UgUSt LiP;),TICCItra
toome-
The hart ti left re.teolay with n
sand digger from Nashvile. which
she ri ill take to tio• spragee at Cairo
The Steagne alit' take the digger
down It. afissist-Ippl Hier Th..
Harth wit; return tonight from Cairo
How to remove print --Back tip
against it before II I,. dry,
A nit.' tr
ford t.
S to af-
COLOR SCHEME
Tr; .1170-Tie nEAT Tt OF-VtA
FALLS AT NIGHT.
"THE LEADING LADY."
the wharjboat was left alone. Pleat.
of freight was on the wharfboat and
the packets will be busy today.
Between the storms the Dick Fow-
ler rested peacefully yesterday and
I LLIN01/4 11.: NTRA W I Lb 1N.heavy storm swept over Cairo about ! STALL ()NE HERE. s10 o'clock in the morning, and one!
STREET CULVERT
came over by Brookport at 11:30 I • .
o'clock, but the Fowler was between'
Will Make Great Natural %%snider and suffered to damage. Freight wtes!Suiyess Heine MaiIe Foe improve.Sfelle of Kncluititmeni By put under shelter. at! angry locating, mem of Approa.4,0, SIgHtlSeanild 4411 lb. clouds passed but no rain fell. and : Shop
little wind,
The Harvester, of the West Ken-
tucky Coal conipans is' tied to the
oaare wbank near  th bfbt
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Aug. 1:: • A:: A steel culvert, to cost $1.200, theis Little damage was done the boatel!
eparalitai at •• ‘ bu. .tt t completed fsr. first of its kind to be iustalled nearthe niglo illuisenation of Niagara lyesterday by 
the storm. The ends nflPadural on the hllittois Central, willFAO:, regarded by engineers as tho several lines were snapped off. Borne be put in immediately, and Supt. A.greatest feat ever attompted in elec- of the Royal's guards *ere knocked .11. Egan, of the Louisville division.trical illumination. The scheme calls: fff but nothing se and a corps of engineers are survey-forrl u %vas occas-tieztr:y 50 large searchlikhte, see-licn;ed by this lug and completing the necessary pre-roil of t.hem the largest of the kinde, l
-------! The 'American was the onle boat liminaries today,and capable of ,throwing a beam I
• 
''t 'at the wharf yesterday that remained The culvert is to take the place of
truminations for the nrs$ tittle next. would be no danger Rat the two' replaced by new and heavy 115 poundThursday, seam The wore le'llerat anap;,e,t and the • boat* were rang, - -
tini;-Geeeriti-tiffecteir-remitelo,voiHt 4te Tnt4ttir srf -ittreilni:
Lght a hundred.es. e pro e•
,at the bank during the storm. lionare to he located below the falls
ever. she was tied to her tow. andtwo batteries. one at the water's edgy this served to keep her to the shore.and the other on high ground on the
the One chain broke, but employes soonCauadian side. Every inch of
fal:s w,li be uuder light. Attached to'rePaired this
I The J. B. Riehardson and Bobthe settichights will be a recently in-
vented ro:or schatillator by ,:biodDuctley are tied to the banks-in Me-
the chanicsburg. Captain Crider, of the:beams of light can be made any
color at will. The mist and the water Richardsan. suggested to the watch-
man yesterday as the storm came upwill be bathed all the colors of
the rainbow, producing a moot gor_!that another stern line had better be
iceoua effect. lent out. but .the watehman replied:
he had two new lines out and there.it is planned now to turn on the'
pato. whose experts say that the rayaCaptalin Crider and his assistants
of 4 0:erCd light when flashed in the proved themselves good deckhands
aid will be visible at points as far land after the wind ceased landed
distant as Toronto alid Rochester. easily.
RIVER NEWS
Hirer Stage..
Cairo  sS.4
Chattanooga 1 I
('in. ii ii..i 1 2.2
Evanse Hie 7.6
Florenoo atiseing.
Johnsonville-Missing.
Louisville I.•
1.7
1.2
2.3
2.1
it.
Mt. Carmel  1.1 1.3
Nashville  7.7 4.5
Pittsburg  CA 0.2
St Louis  1.2 1.7
Nit, Veruon  7.4 2.3
Paducah  9.7 0.5
' The Royal was in and out todayi wire a soseg
-seithsometed-teelett -tries7----- 
of "bad order" cars, 
'barked -Into the wall but fortunatelyPackets running from this portlerithout sufficient force to break It in,thave advertisements Int the horse Employee of the mill seeing the ap-Ishow and fair to be held here thisiprosehIng cars ran-to a point of safe-
Oimulnetti. The boats w!ll probably do ty. Bumpers to preclude cars going
dr la good ni,,ineFs In the passenger into the mill have been recommended.
. 
itrade during the fair, and will be at once supplied.
Workm• n are repairing the docks ?kr. Addison Frank'M Page, train-
falittoday, preparing for a big business master of the Paducah district of the
risel when the river goes too low tor the Illinois Ceatral, has returned from
rise.boats to run. During the storm yea- Wickliffe, where he had been attend-
fall; terday the workmen at the dry docks trig coart
worked through the rain as if it were The Priecoton Illinois Centralsunshine, and did not lose a minute wrecker was called to the Nashville
rise in time. division yesterday by a freight ear
,/a111 The Blue Spot arrived today from derailments No detailed report of the
falli.loppa, and after coaling, two barges accident was recseved here,
rise left for the-Tennessee river for ties Some ;dee of the freight business-fall The Cowling had two good trtev being done on the Paducah districtfall today, bringing up many shoppers of th 1Thosis Central, may be hadfall,
i
from the neighboring Illinois towns. at the TIlinola Central passenger sta-
the concrete culvert on the Memphis
":ead" between the Paducah shops
and the site of- the old dispatchers'
(Once at the "Y". Engineers found the
present concrete culvert caving In,
and recommended a new and perma-
nent one. Steel culverts last a great
deal longer than concrete, but are
more expensive.
At the same time engineers will
take the grade of tracks running to
the south yards. The tracks are not
in the best of cond:tion, and will be
ed.
ago. The entire platform vol. be"'RAILROADMr. Finis foreman of -the
Illinois Central wrecker, stationed at
Princeton, Is in Paducah attending
the bedside of his infant child, who
Is seriously ill. The child is reported
slightly better todey.,
Rush 'of business on the Louisville
division of the Illinois Central, is
causing more firemen to be promoted
to engineers, and today Messrs. A. B.
Harper, John R. Wilkina and H. E.
Dycus were promoted 'to the right
hand side of the cab. They will run
between Paducah and Central City.
mANSFIELD•8 CONDITION
Has Grown More Serious--.Uarin
Felt by Physicians.
Cannier- Lake, N. 1( . Aug. 13.-s--
The condition of Richard Mansfield Is
believed to be a more serious matter
than ever. While the members of the
maintain fharlhere is no
change, it is known that he has aban-
doned the drives which he tosk reg-
ularly upon his arrival here.
It was announeed that the weather
conditions were unfavorable to Mr.
Mansfield's attack of rheumatism, but
as the weather has been of the finest
for the last few days, this is not look-
ed upon as the real cause.
Dr. L. J. Isetnuix, of Montreal, has
Seen attending Mr. Mansfield again.
Mr. Mansfield will see none but fami-
ly and physicians, extreme nervous
ness being given as a reason.
A Railway Accident.
Owing to the delay in tramemitt- , Captain Gent brought his allow
ins the stages were not received ete!boat back to the landing at the in-
til today, and the readings are for l dine late sesterday afternoon from ,
three days. At Cineintotti and Lolds-Ithe island, where it was blown dur-!
stile the river is now falling sing the storm.
River men are affeeted by the tel-
Down the bank the river cOntinufs!egraphers' strike hs the less of the
to go in Jumps. Since yesterday a ;river records. Yesterduy no report
fall of .5 was registered, and left the;was received, but the river men are
river at it.7 this morning. Weather hoping the report will come from
clear, and an easterly wind. now on.
• Only one boat was tied to the The Clyde arrived today from the I
wharfboat this morning, and that Tennessee river with a good trip. Otlf,
boat was the Dick Foe or When ti ideasure psrtv from this city rettirn
o'clock came the Fr) V. ! after t stir the round trip.
Employes of the/ Plinois Central
planing mill a ere again subjected to
the dangers cf Injury from box cars
being pushed into the mill yesterday
afternoon. A switch engine, working
Hot Walt:ng passengers have seen
for several weeks the longest trains
possible to run on the district. It is
a common sight to see engines pull-
GO and 65 loaded cars into Padu-
cah. The freight is chiefly ballast and
coal, the tatter predominating.. An
average of six of these trains per day
are brought Into Padues.h.
Stone curbing for the station p,st-
form arrived last night and work on
the platform will begin shortly. De-
lay In arrival of curbing delayed the
"sync or thr, tostform, brick having
'cal months
"Ind vet' ;-'i't c,x.. •
CS -tor me met -17,- or t
missitik."
'1•1•Iiy. I didn't know as she wa •
'tire"
"She wasn't. Out I hail the twesenee
of mind to tech 'yr one on the 'cad
with me bsot." sTatler.•
Ether a Festive Walk in Rusel:a.
The habit of ether drinking is er-
tremely prevalent in some parts of
Russia, as of east Prussia, and all ttte
efforts of the authorities to corona:
the evil have hitherto been atetost
fruitless.
An idea of the extent to which the
habit prevails may be gathered front
reports given in the Russian news-
papers of a recent accident which
oceurred at a place called Trossno
Ether is drunk by farmers on fastive
occasions when it simmers to be eon-
Burned in pailfuls, A farmer ester
brating his son's wedding in the mill-
ness of his hospitality got in two pars
of ether. During the process of de -
canting the ether into bottle); a eio.-
lent explosion took phase, by which,
six children were killed and one sdith
was dangerously and fourtee n othirs
more or less severely injured.-Fata-
lly Doctor.
Out of 212,0111) women in Australia
qualified to vote, 174,01)4) exercise the
Oahe
OPERATORS
(CotwItided from First Page.)
to take an active part in the conduct
of the 'strike. He was in several con-
ferencee during the day with leaders
of unions but declared that the situ-
ation was not materially changed
since hie arrival.
Associated Press Out,
St. Louis, Aug. 13.-The Associat-
ed Press operators struck last night
at 7:30 °Week amid walked out all
over the country.
At Columbus, S. C., all Western
Union and Postal operators wethsout..
At Washington...Al-Cs -ail
operators are out.
At Buffalo,... Y., both the Western
Union lied Postal operators are out.
At Baltimore, Aid., fourteen of the
operating staff of the Western Union
Strunk.
New York Nagai and Western
Union operators are out.
At Chattanooga, Tenn., the Postal
operators struck, and at Savannah.
Ga., the Western Union men went out
today.
Men I NM' harged.
Pittsburg, l'a . Aug. 13.---The West
ern Union operators will go out' to-
day. Fifteen men were discharged
for refusing to work wires in the
sates where operators had gone out.
These cities principally were New
Sort, Chicago. Buffalo and St. Louis.
Will Not Arbitrate.
St. Louis, Aug. 13,- The Western
Union and Postal companies continue
work with limited forces. The pisk-
ets of the strikers are bending every
effort to persuade the-se operators to
quit
President A, L. Ewing, of the lo-
cal union, said: "We are willing to
arbitrate at any time."
Superintendent 8. H. Mudge, of the
Postal company, made this assertion:
"Tim-ere is nothing to arbw_htg, __Tog
can't- arbitrate without grievances
and in my opinion the strikers have
no grievance."
Superintendent George J. Frankel
of the Western Union said: "No prop
°salon to arbitrate the strike has
Tti are-is
not entertain one. There is nothing
to arbitrate for the men have no
grievance which we consider legiti-
mate.
Thirty five Postal messenger boys
and twelve check boys went on a
strike today but the Western Union
mesnepgers continue to work.
Sixteen Quit,
Minneapolis. Minn., Aug. 13.-Ttte
night foree numbering sixteen opera-
tors employed by the North American
Telegraphs coMpany struck at 6:05
o'clock last night.
Charlotte. N. C., Aug. 13 --The
Western Union operators to the num-
ber of thirty struck last night at
6 o'clock. '
All Walked out.
Jaeknonville, Pla., Aug. 13.-- All
Western Union and Postal operator5
walked out.
Stuall's Proposal,
San Francisco, Aug. 13.-It was
announced by S. J. Small, national
president of the Commercial Tele-
graphers' Union of America, that if
by Tuesday next no way is found to
bring about a settlement of the tele-
graphers' controversy a general strike
will be called by him. Mr. Small fur-
ther said that he had advised Charles
• •
IllSDA , Al ei UST 13.
V. Neill, United States Cemnit,..,
of labor, that he would agree to as
immediate resumption of work if the
government would Insist on an ̀ Inver
Ligation or arbitcatiou of the tele-
graphers' grievances.
Strike Breakers for Chicago.
Binghampton, N. Y., Aug. 13.-10d.
ward A. Baird, manager of the West-
eru Union office in this city with a
party' of tee operators has been draft-
ed to Chicago from this vicinity as
strike breakers and left for that city
on a special train.
No Messages.
Chicago, Aug. 13.-The following
dispatch of the national secretary of
tho Order of Railway Telegraphers
has been telegraphed to practically
every railway station in the United
States and Canada:
St. Louis. Aug. 11.-To all Order
of Railway Telegraphers in the Unit-
ed States and Canada: Do not handle
any Western Union business. We are
backing the Commercial Telegraph-
ers' Union of Americefinancially and
are giving them our support. This
is a critical point in tho history of
both organizations. Spread this to
every railroad station you possibly
can,
L. W. QUICK,
National Secretary, 0. R. T.
Strike in Cairo.
Calor, III., Aug. 13.-The local
telegraph strike situatten yesterday
was similar to that ip nearly all oth-
er cities. It 'was a practical tie-up of
the business, verS few niessages Wire
sent or received. Even death mes-
sages could not be. gotten through.
There were several of these, one or
two quite denten:rig. The weather
and river were not received and no
government bulietina were issued.
The managers of the two telegraph
offices, Miss Feuts of the Postal, end
John Glade. of the Western Union.
were practically alone, and could
merely keep the offices.
"mar-- ••••••
0. R. T. Flelps Sinkers.
Chicago, Aug. 13.--- It ts under.
stood here that the superWitendent of
the Western Union, with headquar-
ters in New York, has informed the
sitetetet-etrierintenteent---tn- -merge
that 0. R. T. men are lending eon-
siderable aid to the strikers. •
The information that reached here
was to the effect that, the intperin-
tendent had wired the Chicago man
AkaLthe. 0_11_ 1_ moa.-ass.-hold lag up
commercial business.
It must be recognized that the
trunk lines of both the Western Union
and Postal companies follow the rail-
roads between the two largest cities
in the country and that elicit company
In most of the little stations has cut
wires into the railroad telegraphers'
rooms. This is for coravenietice. The
railroad operator is not supposed to
handle any commercial business a.,
long as he la busy with dispatreting.
bat can occasionally manage to do
little workwork on the side. It in said that
since the strike has been on the rail-
road men have had their ears glued
to the commercial wires, and, when
they hear some city in the east call-
ing Chicago, they "cut in" with "Ch."
Thereupon the eastern tears think-
ing he has the main office In Chicago,
starts to send. Sometimes the way-
cross "ham" will take the mnesnarre
other three he will ground the wires
At any rate, when the message is the
billed and it Is time for the Chicago
operator tO "0. K." the railroad man
gives the easterner the signature of
'Saone Chicago man which at some
time. previously he has heard going
over the wires.
Thus It is easy to see that iota of
r
businese can be diverted and that
Chicago strike breakers will have lit-
tle or nothing to do if the 0 R T.
men continue "
Pt
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An Expert Cutterand Fitter for
SCHLOSS BROS. &CO.
Will be at our store with their complete line of foreign and domestic woolens on
Friday, Saturday and Monday, Aug. 16, 17 and 19
to take measures for
Suits, Overcoats and Trousers for the Coming Fall Season
Mr. L. H. Baumgaertel, their expert cutter and fitter, has had over 30 years experience and
will certainly give kou satisfactory service. He shows dozens of the most desirable patterns in
the most stylish cutl,.aild you have our personal guarantee that each order placed with him will
meet with your entire satisfaction. -
The display of this high class concern will post you on the new styles for this season. Come
in and look over the line on one of the above days.
I. al pm 41.00,am  Nero•••••••••••••••
by
Harbour's Department Store North Third StreetJUST OFF'SKOADWAY•SPE.CIAA: NOtiCE.-Wewill carry Settings Bros'. Clothing and we have made bigger preparations and will have abetter seltetion and allow a finer stoek of Fall and Winter Clothing than ever before Suite from $10 to VW.
•
S.
